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The increasing population is demanding more food, fuel, fibre and energy. To meet this 

demand, an unwanted alternative could be the disturbance of natural ecosystems, 

which threatens natural processes that occur in soil, particularly affecting organic 

carbon (SOC). This SOC is vital in the maintenance of life in the world. The purpose of 

this research is to assess the status of SOC in the Great Clay Belt region of Northern 

Ontario, quantify its distribution and backward-predicting its change. Results showed 

that SOC predictions collected with a novel sampling approach performed better than 

existing soil data. Also, the use of space-for-time analysis was capable of detecting 

spatiotemporal changes in SOC from 1990 to 2020.  This research project made use of 

digital soil mapping techniques and laboratory analysis. Information generated in this 

study could help to explore the potential of extending agricultural production while 

sustaining our environment. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 Background information 

Population growth is demanding for increasing amounts of food, fiber and energy. This 

demand for essential resources puts a tremendous pressure on our finite land systems. 

To meet this demand, it is necessary to increase crop production, either by expanding 

agricultural land such as conversion from forests to croplands, or by increasing crop 

yields, which at current rates shows an unpromising panorama (Ray et al., 2013). Thus, 

land clearing may be needed, coming with a great cost to our natural resources including 

soil, air and water quality along with the services they provide (Zabel et al., 2014). 

Moreover, the changing climate is bringing additional complexity. While climate change 

is expected to negatively impact regions close to the equator due to severe weather 

conditions (Siebert & Ewert, 2014), northern latitudes are expected to experience longer 

growing seasons due to warmer temperatures and increasing CO2 concentration (Zabel 

et al., 2014). 

In Canada, the province of Ontario boasts Canada's largest agri-food industry, generating 

$37.6 billion in annual output. However, most of this economic activity occurs in Southern 

Ontario, where pressure on land and its rising costs are major concerns for the growth of 

the sector. The government has recognized the need for sustainable alternatives to cover 

the demand for food as the population keeps growing (OMAFRA, 2017b). 
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In this sense, the Government of Ontario acknowledged that the North of the province 

has the potential to play a bigger role in the agricultural sector and reap the resulting 

economic benefits. Considering the potential climate-driven and economic advantages, 

the government released the Northern Livestock Pilot Action Plan in 2017, which 

considers the expansion of livestock production through land clearing and conversion 

from forestry to agriculture (OMAFRA, 2017a).  

The pilot action plan has a strong focus on the Great Clay Belt region of Northern Ontario, 

which covers an area of 16 million acres and is located in the Cochrane district along the 

Highway 11 North corridor between Cochrane and Hearst. Because of the implied land 

use clearance associated with this expansion of agricultural activities, the effect on the 

overall ecosystem should be considered. The Northern livestock expansion plan may look 

feasible considering that agriculture in the region generates $192 million every year and 

the national deforestation rate is very low (0.02%/year) (Natural Resources Canada, 

2016; OMAFRA, 2017b, 2017a). 

However, we don’t know how this land use change would impact our natural resources in 

the future (Murty et al., 2002), making this a critical knowledge gap. When focusing on 

potential land use change, local analyses provide evidence of past, present and future 

impacts. Thus, local updated environmental data can help us to answer questions related 

to a possible transition towards a sustainable land use change. Baseline information on 

our natural resources, particularly soil can provide an opportunity to quantify the change, 

but limited and low-resolution soil data (e.g., traditional soil survey paper maps) is 

currently a major challenge. These soil data in the form of legacy maps lack consistency 
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and accuracy as they relied on subjective judgement by surveyors. The poor resolution 

to estimate soil conditions at any given point is also another drawback (Brevik et al., 

2016).  

To overcome the problems of traditional soil mapping, digital soil mapping (DSM) can 

provide greater details with higher spatial and temporal resolutions, which allows for more 

robust prediction of soil characteristics. This can help us in making better land use 

decisions. Digital soil mapping is the generation of geographically referenced soil 

databases based on quantitative relationships between spatial environmental data and 

measurements made in the field and laboratory (McBratney et al., 2003).  To express the 

quantitative relationships between soil and environmental factors in a spatial context, 

McBratney et al. (2003) proposed the SCORPAN model, in which, soil (as either soil 

classes, or soil attributes) at a point in space and time is an empirical quantitative function 

of seven environmental covariates: soil (other properties), climate, organisms, relief, 

parent material, age, and spatial location. Compared to traditional soil mapping, DSM 

allows spatial and temporal patterns to be recognized. 

Additionally, there is no information on how land conversion will affect or has affected soil 

properties in the targeted area with specific climate and soil conditions. Studies have 

observed significant losses of soil organic carbon (SOC), drastic changes in nutrient 

cycling and changes in soil physico-chemical characteristics due to conversion of forests 

to croplands in other regions (Assefa et al., 2017; Kucuker et al., 2015; Villarino et al., 

2017). These studies registered losses in SOC ranging from 1.9 to 75%, with an average 

of 30% depending on the climate, vegetation, soil type, management practices and years 
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since deforestation. Moreover, Mann (1986) reported that most losses in soil carbon occur 

within the first 20 years after land conversion. It is important to mention that this evidence 

comes from tropical regions where the effects are more prominent. In Canada, there is 

almost no information on the impact of land conversion on soil, therefore, data based on  

local conditions is required for better management decisions (Congreves et al., 2014; 

Ellert & Gregorich, 1996).   

Expanding agricultural operations, as planned in the Northern Livestock Action Plan, can 

contribute to climate change and affect crop production (Ouyang et al., 2014). As 

mentioned before, stocks of SOC are sensitive to cultivation practices and land use 

conversions. Soil carbon plays a significant role in soil health, as it directly affects the 

properties and nutrient balance of soil, finally impacting crop production (Ouyang et al., 

2014). Therefore, given the importance of SOC, observing the change and modelling the 

dynamics of SOC can provide essential information on the impact of land conversion, can 

help to determine the success of land conversion and assist stakeholders in decision 

making that will reduce impacts.  

The overall goal of this thesis is to assess spatio-temporal trends of SOC stocks in the 

Great Clay Belt of Ontario using digital soil mapping techniques. This was achieved by 

comparing the use of different types of data for modelling SOC stocks to test their 

efficiency (Chapter 1) and monitoring changes in SOC over time integrating a space-for-

time approach into the DSM methodology with the aid or remote sensing products 

(Chapter 2).  
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Chapter Two 

Digital mapping of soil organic carbon: can multi-source 
data add value in prediction? 

2.1 Introduction  

At the global and regional scales, past and present human activities related to the 

unsustainable use of natural resources have contributed to critical environmental issues 

including food security, climate change, biodiversity loss, water scarcity and ecosystem 

degradation, among others (FAO & ITPS, 2015).  By providing a range of environmental 

services, the role of soil in alleviating these pressing challenges becomes more crucial 

in a time of uncertain resource sustainability and economic development. 

Understanding the functions of soils can be beneficial in the creation of actions to slow 

down the impact of the environmental problems on our planet. Among the important 

actions to address soil resources is the need to obtain spatially accurate soil information 

to monitor the status of soil resources (Zhang et al., 2017).  

Monitoring soil organic carbon (SOC), the backbone of soil health, among other soil 

properties is vital (Andrews et al., 2004; Lal, 2014, 2016; A. McBratney et al., 2014). 

Organic carbon (OC) in soil has been identified as the key player in shaping the 

metabolic capacity of soils, nutrient cycling associated with soil fertility and food 

production, and enhancing water holding capacity (FAO, 2017). In the context of climate 

change, OC dynamics in the pedosphere can behave as a source by releasing 

CO2 from soil disturbance or as a sink by stimulating plant growth due to improved CO2 

uptake (Schlesinger & Bernhardt, 2013b). Organic carbon is therefore tightly associated 
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with biosphere health, which has driven the development of SOC mapping techniques 

to support the environmental agenda (Minasny et al., 2013; Schlesinger & Bernhardt, 

2013b).  

In the search for a better understanding between soil observations, processes and the 

controlling environmental factors in space and time, progress in computing technology 

and geoinformation systems has provided the opportunity to improve soil mapping 

techniques (Zhang et al., 2017). Example of this is digital soil mapping (DSM), which 

refers to the creation of soil information systems by mathematical models that infer the 

variation of soil (either soil classes or attributes) in space and time from soil 

observations and knowledge from associated environmental variables (A. B. McBratney 

et al., 2003). The DSM approach follows the scorpan function, which applied to soil 

organic carbon can be represented as: 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑥 = 𝑓(𝑠, 𝑐, 𝑜, 𝑟, 𝑝, 𝑎, 𝑛) + 𝑒 

where soil organic carbon (SOC), at position/location (x) is a function of soil factors (s), 

climate (c), organisms (o), relief (r), parent material (p), age (a), spatial position (n), and 

the spatially correlated errors (e) (Minasny et al., 2013; McBratney et al., 2003). Briefly, 

DSM uses legacy or new soil analytical point data (sampling if possible) to train a 

selection of predictive mathematical models based on continuous-coverage 

environmental covariates and applies these models at different scales. A detailed 

framework can be found in McBratney et al. (2003). 
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Collecting soil observations is crucial as this data is used to link the quantitative 

relationships between soil properties and the environmental factors; the quality of these 

observations also will determine the quality of the resulting soil maps (Carré et al., 

2007). Soil point data mainly come from two sources: 1) past sampling campaigns (so-

called legacy data) and 2) new sample collection.  

The greatest risk inherent in the use of legacy, or “available” soil data for mapping OC 

comes from the expected changes in OC occurring between time (or range of times) of 

sampling and the current conditions.  Legacy data may also suffer from missing or 

incorrect quantitative components, spatial accuracy, consistency and quality 

assessment (Hendriks et al., 2019). Hendriks et al. (2019) found that, in general, studies 

at the local level (fields, farms and villages) rarely make use of legacy data, while 

regional studies (watersheds, landscapes and countries) rely heavily on already existing 

data. Powers et al. (2011), found that studies should pay attention when using previous 

soil data as it can bring bias. At the same time others consider that this data still 

contains valuable information as it can generate a baseline SOC assessment (Bui et al., 

2009; Minasny et al., 2013).  

Alternatively, soil sampling for new data that efficiently encounter a range of 

environmental conditions is also important to construct reliable predictive models that 

extrapolate well in a study area (A. B. McBratney et al., 2003). Many sample designs 

have been tested to efficiently capture soil spatial variation for DSM activities (Biswas & 

Zhang, 2018). For instance, the conditioned Latin hypercube sampling (cLHS) 

developed by Minasny and McBratney (2006) has been one of the most popular 
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methods in the DSM community due to its efficiency and coverage in feature space. The 

cLHS is derived from the idea of Latin hypercube sampling where a sample is obtained 

from the covariates such that each variable is maximally stratified. The cLHS adds the 

condition that the sample chosen must occur on the landscape (Brungard & Boettinger, 

2010; Minasny & McBratney, 2006b).  

New sampling campaigns consume large financial resources and time. The question 

remains on the trade-offs between initial investments and final research outputs, 

specifically in accounting the SOC status. To optimise the use of different resources 

needed, finding a balance between new and existing data sources is essential to better 

estimate the SOC conditions of a given area. Efficient soil observations are key to 

capture the high spatial variation of SOC. For example, the spatial correlation of soil 

carbon within a single field has been found to vary between 20 and 300 m (A. B. 

McBratney & Pringle, 1999). According to Minasny et al. (2013), this short-range 

variation observed at the field level can be much larger with increasing extent. With the 

use of reliable covariates and representative soil observations, DSM may be able to 

incorporate the underlying processes that cause this high SOC variation.   

Despite the questionable quality of pre-existing soil data, it can still contain valuable 

information that should not be disregarded. Thus, the objective of this study was to 

compare the use of existing soil data, new collected data, and a combination of both to 

digitally map SOC. We hypothesize that new collected data will bring valuable 

information for land management, justifying the costs associated with it and improve 

SOC mapping. These questions are of particular interest nowadays as knowledge of the 
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geographic distribution of SOC can provide a myriad of services, from greenhouse gas 

emission trading schemes to monitoring and managing natural resources (Lamichhane 

et al., 2019). 

2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Study area 

The study area is in the Great Clay Belt ecodistrict of Ontario, Canada, located between 

latitudes of 49º to 50º N, and longitudes from 81º to 84º W. The study area stretches 

from the towns of Cochrane in the southeast, through Kapuskasing to Hearst in the 

northwest, along the Ontario Highway 11 corridor. The Great Clay Belt surficial geology 

consists mostly of unconsolidated morainal, glaciolacustrine and glaciofluvial deposits. 

Precambrian bedrock is typically acidic but base-rich bedrock areas are found in the 

southeast. The soils in the region are characterized mainly of unmixed clays in depths 

below 20-30 cm across the soil profile.  Extensive areas with organic accumulations are 

mainly attributed to very poor drainage in the ecodistrict. Gently rolling landform 

changes from high in the southwest to low in the northeast, with altitude ranging from 

190 to 360 m (Pittman et al., 2021; Wester et al., 2018). Located in a boreal zone, main 

vegetation of the study area includes coniferous, mixed, sparse, and deciduous forests 

as well as bog and fen complexes. Agricultural areas are usually seen across the 

highway with some urban settings (Wester et al., 2018). The mean annual air 

temperature is around 1.3 ºC, and the average annual precipitation of 829.5 mm 

(Environment Canada, 2014).  
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For the purpose of this study the Great Clay Belt is further subdivided into three areas of 

Hearst, Kapuskasing and Cochrane (Fig.1.). This is due to different management 

practices and climate differences within the area and following previous studies in the 

region (Pittman et al., 2021). Hearst is characterized by having lower annual 

precipitation, lower temperatures and being mostly forested. Kapuskasing is 

characterized by having higher temperatures, agricultural operations and changes in 

land use, as much of the forest has been cut down before and is afforested. Cochrane 

is predominantly forested with small agricultural areas and this subregion experiences 

greater annual precipitation (Fick & Hijmans, 2017; Pittman et al., 2021). The total land 

area accounts for approximately 5,980 km2; waterbodies were removed from this study.   

2.2.2 Soil datasets 

2.2.2.1 Available soil data 

The “available” soil property dataset consisted of a compilation of soil information 

collected from different sources, which include the Ontario Geological Survey, the 

Canadian Soil Information Service (CanSIS) and local farmers. A total of 140 points 

were available from these sources, and these soil samples were collected between 

2017 and 2018 comprising information about SOC across the Clay Belt (Fig.1). Soil 

data was vertically harmonized up to 30cm depth in standard increments (0-5, 5-15 and 

15-30 cm) by applying the mass preserving spline function of the ‘ithir’ package in R 

version 4.0.5 (Bishop et al., 1999; B P Malone et al., 2009). For each spline we used a 

smoothing parameter of 0.1.   
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After missing data were filled with SOC values for the different depths, and given that 

soil bulk density (BD) was not reported in any data source, a pedotransfer function 

(PTF) by Honeysett and Ratkowsky (1989) was used to predict BD based on organic 

matter content as seen in Eq. 1. 

 BD= 1/ [0.564 + 0.0556 ∗ OM]      [1] 

The PTF was calibrated with newly collected data using a linear regression model with 

an R2 of 0.91. Calculation of SOC stocks was done for each soil depth according to Eq. 

(2). Data sources did not provide stoniness; therefore, it was not included in SOC stocks 

estimation.  

SOC stocks = (SOC content * BD * d) / 100     [2] 

Where SOC stocks are reported in kg m-2, SOC content in g kg-1, BD in g cm-3 and soil 

thickness (d) in cm.  
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Figure 1: Location of study area and sampling points. Available data was mainly collected from 
the Ontario Geological Service and new data was collected following a cLH sampling design. 

2.2.2.2 New soil data 

New soil data for the Clay Belt was collected following the conditioned Latin hypercube 

sampling (cLHS) proposed by Minasny and McBratney (2006). The cLHS algorithm was 

run using the ‘clhs’ package in R (Roudier & Yes, 2014), based on DEM-derived 

covariates (described in the following section). The coordinates of 60 sampling points 

were located within 200m apart from the road network across the study area and for 

each location a paired sampling strategy was followed to match different forest and non-

forested sites with the ultimate goal of capturing variations in SOC by land use type. A 

total of 102 sampling points were collected in the fall of 2020 (Fig. 1).  
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Samples were collected from cores retrieved using a gas-powered corer (REDI Boss 

Hammer, AMS Inc., American Falls, IH, USA) to a maximum depth of 60 cm depending 

on field conditions. Where possible, especially in non-forested lands, samples were 

taken down to a maximum depth of 100 cm in the field using a truck mounted 

commercial Veris® P4000 hydraulic soil profiler (Veris Technologies Inc., Salina, KS, 

USA). If available, each core was sectioned into five depth intervals (0-5, 5-15, 15-30, 

30-60 and 60-100cm) according to GlobalSoilMap specifications (Arrouays, Grundy, et 

al., 2014).  Each depth interval was bagged, labelled and taken to the laboratory for 

further analysis. Figure 2 shows a sample taken in the field.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Sample collection in the field 
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Bulk density was determined for each depth interval as mass per volume of oven-dried 

soil. Organic matter was estimated using the loss on ignition (LOI) method as follows: 

air-dried samples were ground using a SPEX Sample Prep 8000M Mixer/Mill and Ball 

Grinder (SPEX Sample Prep, Metuchen, NJ) to pass through a 75 µm sieve with a 

resulting 3 to 4g of soil placed in porcelain boats. Filled porcelain boats were placed in a 

pre-heated air oven at 105 °C for 12 h to ensure there was no moisture in the sample. 

Samples were cooled, weighed, and placed in a muffle furnace at 500 °C for 3 h. After 3 

h the furnace was turned off and left to cool over night with the door closed. Porcelain 

boats were weighed, both full and empty (this process can be observed in Fig. 3). 

Calculation of %OM was completed following Eq.3. 

%OM = ([Initial weight of soil – Final weight of soil)/Initial weight of soil] * 100 [3] 

The analysis was done in triplicate. SOC was calculated by applying the Van Bemmelen 

factor, where it is commonly assumed that organic matter contains an average of 58% 

organic carbon(Allison, 1965). Given that the distributions of SOC are right-skewed, a 

natural logarithmic transformation was used to generate a normal distribution, this 

increases the correlation of the response variable and the covariate space (M. Guevara 

et al., 2018). 

2.2.3 Environmental covariates 

Covariates for the study correspond to climate, vegetation, topography and parent 

material (Behrens et al., 2010; Hengl & Macmillan, 2019; McBratney et al., 2003) and 
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are shown in Table 1. These covariates were selected based on the scorpan approach 

which intends to capture soil forming factors as elucidated by McBratney et al. (2003). 

Climatic variables included mean annual temperature and annual precipitation derived 

from the monthly temperature and rainfall data from 1970 to 2000 at 30 arcsec spatial 

resolution (~1km). Climatic covariates were downloaded from the WorldClim data portal 

(Fick & Hijmans, 2017) and resampled to 30m with the bilinear method in the raster 

package in R (Hijmans et al., 2015).   

 

 

Figure 3. Loss on ignition method. 1: grinding, 2: weighting, 3: burning 
& 4: final result 
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Table 1. Environmental Covariates 
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The use of spectral vegetation indices has been employed as a proxy in quantifying 

SOC spatial distribution because of the strong connection between soil and vegetation 

(Mario Guevara et al., 2020; Odebiri et al., 2020; Thaler et al., 2019). We made use of 

10 commonly used vegetation indices described in Table 1. Vegetation indices were 

derived from remotely-sensed satellite measurements, which captured the differential 

absorption of light by chlorophyll and other plant pigments. Google Earth Engine (GEE), 

a platform for spatial and temporal data processing and analysis was used to retrieve 

satellite imagery. Atmospherically-corrected median surface reflectance from the 

Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS-Level 2 sensors was extracted from May to August of 2018, to 

reduce image cloud pollution due to the region’s climate (Ratnayake et al., 2016). 

Standard images were collected for the following band intervals: B2(0.452-0.512 μm), 

B3(0.533-0.590 μm), B4(0.636-0.673 μm), B5(0.851-0.879 μm), B6(1.566-1.651 μm) 

and B7 (2.107-2.294 μm). Although chlorophyll strongly absorbs red light (B4), it also 

shows little absorption of infrared lights (B5-B7), providing an index that shows ‘how 

green’ is the Earth’s surface (Schlesinger & Bernhardt, 2013a).  

A land use map also was generated via GEE, a true colour mosaic was produced with 

the same timeframe and sensors used to generate the abovementioned vegetation 

indices. Satellite images were filtered to determine the least cloudy scenes, remove 

cloudy pixels and cloud shadows using the masking algorithm in GEE (Shelestov et al., 

2017). Then, a supervised classification based on the cloud-free mosaic was performed 

by the random forest classification algorithm. The concept refers to segmenting the 

spectral domain into regions that can be associated with the ground cover classes of 
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interest, in this case, different types of land use. To do this, training and validation data 

is collected visually based on interpretation of images from GEE. Through exploration of 

satellite images from the region, forest, non-forest and urban areas were separated 

based on the spectral response of each land use from a true color image. Small 

polygons containing a set of relatively homogeneous pixels for each land type were then 

used for training and validation samples in the algorithm. Accuracy assessment was 

done calculating the kappa coefficient and overall accuracy, which had values of 0.91 

and 0.95 respectively, giving an almost perfect agreement.  

Terrain attributes were derived from the digital elevation model (DEM) generated from 

LiDAR data at 30m spatial resolution. LiDAR data from airborne campaigns in 2016 and 

2018 was provided by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (OMNRF, 

2018). The RSAGA package in R (Brenning et al., 2018), SAGA-GIS Version 7.9 

(Conrad et al., 2015) and Whitebox Tools version 1.4.0 (Lindsay, 2018) were used.  

These parameters are aimed to characterize the geomorphometry of the surface, so 

they help to explain how landforms are associated to soil processes such as altitude, 

slope, different curvatures, low and high areas, distances from waterbodies or extreme 

points, flow of water, etc. Detailed information about these terrain attributes, including 

their conceptualization, calculation and application can be found in Wilson & Gallant 

(2000). A total of 48 calculated topographic variables including local scale, regional 

scale, regional exposure and hydrological parameters. Then, a principal component 

analysis (PCA) was applied to the DEM-derived covariates, which converts these 

topographic covariates into uncorrelated and standardized transforms and can therefore 
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be used instead of the original terrain predictors (Hengl et al., 2004). From the 48 

principal components (PC) generated (previously 48 topographic predictors), twenty one 

were retained, which consisted of the 95% of the cumulative variance. This step helps in 

dealing with problems such as such as missing pixels, noise and data overlapping may 

arise (Hengl & Macmillan, 2019).  

A bedrock geology vector map was obtained from the Ontario Ministry of Natural 

Resources Forestry (MNRF), used as a parent material covariate after being rasterized 

and resampled a 30m spatial resolution with a nearest neighbor method in ArcGIS 

10.7.1. A total of 42 environmental covariates were selected for modelling, which 

included 21 PCs (derived from DEM), RS-based covariates, climate and geology data 

(Table 1).  

2.2.4 Modelling approach 

Machine learning (ML) methods have been extensively applied in DSM to explore 

statistical relationships between soil data and environmental predictors. ML algorithms 

are capable of extracting information from available data and generate spatial and 

temporal predictions of soil properties in places where there is no information. Among 

different models, random forest (RF) (Breiman, 2001) has been widely used to map 

SOC at different scales. Some of its advantages are robustness in prediction, and it is 

almost free of assumptions regarding the distribution of the predictor variables as 

compared to other algorithms (M. Guevara et al., 2018).  

RF predicts a response variable (SOC) through different explanatory variables 

(predictors) by building several regression trees and averaging the results. The 
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predictors are used to divide the data into preferably similar subsets in relation to the 

measured variable. The averages of every subset of data are then used as an 

approximated response value. A node or partition point is characterized by the predictor 

and the threshold in its range that accomplishes the most matching splits. All predictors 

with potential threshold values are tested at every node. The algorithm chooses the best 

split from a randomly selected subset of explanatory variables. This process adds 

randomness; therefore, accuracy is increased (Odebiri et al., 2020).  

The caret package (Kuhn, 2015) in R was used to train and validate the models where 

parRF, a parallelized version of RF, was used, allowing calculations to be carried out 

simultaneously to improve computational efficiency. Repeated (5 repeats) 10-fold cross 

validation was selected for model training. The best tuning parameters were employed 

to generate the final predictive model. To evaluate the model’s performance, three 

accuracy metrics were used: coefficient of determination (R2), root mean square error 

(RMSE) and Lin’s Concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) (Lawrence & Lin, 1989).  

Prediction uncertainty was estimated using quantile regression forest (QRF) 

(Meinshausen & Ridgeway, 2006), which is an extension of RF, and therefore 

generates the same results. Compared to RF, QRF considers the distribution of values 

of the response variable at each node instead of just the average for that subset of data. 

Therefore, QRF can estimate the distribution of the complete response of training data 

to the prediction factors (Stell et al., 2019). This widely-used approach in DSM was 

implemented using the quantregForest package in R (Meinshausen & Meinshausen, 

2017). QRF estimated the upper (95%) and lower (5%) quantile maps which were then 
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used to calculate a 90% prediction interval. More details on RF, QRF and their 

application in DSM can be found in Breiman, (2001), Meinshausen & Ridgeway (2006) 

and Vaysse & Lagacherie (2017), respectively.  

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Descriptive statistics 

Soil organic carbon stocks are presented in Table 2. For available data, SOC stocks 

ranged from 0.33 to 4.62 kg m-2 in topsoil layer across the whole study area. Mean 

values were 1.81, 2.81 and 2.55 kg m-2 for Cochrane, Kapuskasing and Hearst, 

respectively. In newly collected data, SOC stocks varied from 0.71 to 6.15 kg m-2 in the 

whole region. Average values for Cochrane, Kapuskasing and Hearst were 2.7, 2.89 

and 3.24 kg m-2, respectively. SOC stocks show a heterogeneous spatial distribution 

within the Clay Belt region (Fig. 4). Bulk density and soil organic matter data can be 

found in the supplemental material.  

Table 2. Summary of soil organic carbon stocks from three subregions of the Great Clay Belt of 
Ontario (units are in kg/m2) 

Depth Mean Standard 
deviation 

Minimum Maximum Median 

Available data 

Cochrane 
0-5 cm 1.81 1.00 0.89 4.24 1.67 

5-15 cm 3.60 1.88 1.81 8.25 3.00 
15-30 cm 5.05 2.19 2.07 10.15 4.96 

Kapuskasing 

0-5 cm 2.81 1.18 0.33 4.62 2.52 
5-15 cm 5.48 2.35 1.32 9.25 4.78 

15-30 cm 7.34 3.57 2.28 13.93 6.29 
Hearst 

0-5 cm 2.55 1.33 0.80 4.54 2.78 
5-15 cm 5.00 2.52 1.54 9.05 5.21 

15-30 cm 6.53 3.23 1.72 13.35 6.08 
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New data 

Cochrane 

0-5 cm 2.70 0.87 0.71 5.30 2.61 
5-15 cm 4.86 2.09 1.36 11.52 4.70 

15-30 cm 5.41 3.34 1.66 19.58 4.80 
Kapuskasing 

0-5 cm 2.89 1.05 1.04 6.15 2.69 
5-15 cm 5.15 2.00 1.84 9.86 4.95 
15-30 cm 6.39 3.77 1.92 16.80 5.35 

Hearst 
0-5 cm 3.24 0.79 2.13 5.59 3.18 

5-15 cm 5.54 1.99 3.32 10.94 5.16 
15-30 cm 5.63 2.60 1.37 15.84 5.07 

2.3.2 Soil organic carbon stocks prediction 

In this paper we tested the ability of random forest to predict SOC stocks across the 

Clay Belt region of Northern Ontario, Canada. In general, when comparing the use of 

legacy or available data, newly collected data and a combination of both, our results 

show that the use of new data alone had higher accuracy as evidenced by R2, RMSE 

and in some instances CCC (Table 3). For the area of Hearst, new data showed better 

predictions in general. It had higher R2, lower RMSE (except for the topsoil layer in 

which the combined dataset got the lowest value) and an overall better CCC as 

compared to the other datasets (Table 3). For the area of Kapuskasing, new data 

showed better R2 values, lower error (except for the 15-30 cm layer) but the lowest CCC 

compared to the other two datasets (Table 3). In Cochrane, results showed better 

performance of available data with higher R2, lower RMSE (except for the topsoil layer 

in which combined data had the lowest). Lin’s concordance showed mostly negative 

values across all the datasets used for prediction with slightly better results for new 

data. These results are presented in Table 3. In general, new data alone seemed to 

have larger contributions in SOC stocks predictions in the Clay Belt, however there is 
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exception to this trend in some areas where the other two datasets (available and 

combined) showed effectiveness. This supports the inclusion of available datasets to 

support SOC stocks predictions in DSM and to model improvements.  

Kapuskasing showed the highest SOC stocks in the Clay Belt of Ontario, located in the 

middle of the study area, whereas the lowest values were found in Hearst a region with 

the lowest precipitation and temperatures. The spatial variation of SOC stocks in the 

topsoil layer as modelled by the three different datasets can be found in Figure 4. Maps 

from the other two depths can be found in supplemental materials. 

Table 3: Performance of RF to predict SOC stocks (RMSE in kg/m2) 
 

Combined Available data New data 

Depth R2 RMSE CCC R2 RMSE CCC R2 RMSE CCC 

Hearst 

0-5 cm 0.31 1.07 -0.03 0.70 1.95 0.01 0.71 1.21 0.07 

5-15 cm 0.30 1.62 -0.07 0.70 1.86 0.03 0.69 1.36 0.05 

15-30 cm 0.32 1.54 0.04 0.70 1.72 0.03 0.70 1.40 0.02 

Kapuskasing 

0-5 cm 0.17 1.54 0.18 0.25 1.54 0.23 0.38 1.43 0.04 

5-15 cm 0.17 1.51 0.19 0.22 1.51 0.26 0.49 1.43 0.06 

15-30 cm 0.17 1.62 0.19 0.19 1.58 0.20 0.50 1.62 0.11 

Cochrane 

0-5 cm 0.21 1.01 -0.06 0.70 1.49 -0.02 0.44 1.46 0.02 

5-15 cm 0.23 1.60 -0.06 0.70 1.43 -0.01 0.45 1.63 -0.04 

15-30 cm 0.22 1.60 0.02 0.70 1.39 -0.01 0.53 1.62 0.09 
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Figure 4: SOC stocks (kg/m2) predicted for the soil depth at 0-5 cm. 
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2.3.3 Variable importance 

Based on variable importance results generated by the caret package for the RF model, 

the top five environmental covariates for the 0-5 cm depth in all the areas are shown in 

Table 4. For each study area, different variables were selected for the different types of 

datasets used. In general, for the Hearst area principal covariates selected by all 

datasets included B6, PC11, PC18, RVI, B4, and PC09. For the Kapuskasing area, the 

main predictors that all datasets considered were PC03, PC15, PC14, TVI, SOCI and 

B7. Finally, for the Cochrane region, the main environmental covariates selected were 

PC18, NDVI, PC08, PC07, and B2. Although other covariates were also included by RF 

with different data, common environmental factors could help us to determine the main 

drivers of SOC spatial variation across the Clay Belt region for future DSM work.  

Table 4: Top five environmental covariates for every region and dataset type in topsoil layer (0-5 
cm) 

Area Combined  Available New 

Hearst 

DEM PC14 PC05 

PC11 B6 PC12 

B6 PC09 B5 

PC18 GNDVI NDWI 

DVI PC20 B4 

Kapuskasing 

PC03 PC15 PC10 

PC01 PC14 PC14 

PC02 PC03 TVI 

PC15 PC18 B7 

PC09 MAT PC04 

Cochrane 

PC18 PC16 NDVI 

NDVI PC18 SAVI 

PC08 PC21 PC09 

B6 PC06 PC18 

PC02 PC10 B7 
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Covariates derived from remote sensing data were among the most important to predict 

the distribution, especially those related to vegetation as well as topographic factors.  

2.3.4 Model uncertainty 

Uncertainty estimates were assessed with 90% prediction intervals derived from QRF. 

This prediction interval reports the range of values within which the true value is 

expected to occur 9 times out of 10. Overall, models behaved differently depending on 

the dataset used for modelling. Spatial patterns were different, leading to changes in 

range and uncertainty values (Figure 5). In general, the model with combined data from 

the new and available data had the lowest uncertainty. For the area of Hearst, the 

highest uncertainty was generated by the map that only made use of available data, 

whereas the map that used newly collected data had the smallest uncertainty range and 

the map with combined data, although showing a smooth spatial pattern, had greater 

uncertainty range values.    
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Figure 5: Uncertainty maps showing the 90% prediction interval for topsoil layer (0-5 cm) SOC stocks (kg/m2) using (a) combined data, 
(b) available data and (c) new data, in each of the three study areas-Cochrane, Kapuskasing, Hearst. 
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For the Kapuskasing area, patterns were again dissimilar depending on the data used 

for mapping, though not in the same way as Hearst. The lower uncertainties were 

achieved by the maps with combined and available datasets, with a smaller range for 

the latter, whereas the map that made use of new data had the higher uncertainty 

estimates.  

Lastly, for the Cochrane region, maps with combined dataset presented the lowest 

uncertainty of all three maps, followed by the one with new data and finally with map 

that used available data, which overall exhibited the highest uncertainty throughout 

most of the study area. Even with the best performing uncertainty maps, the highest 

uncertainty was found in the southeast part of Cochrane (Figure 5).  

2.4 Discussion 

New and existing datasets were compared for their suitability for mapping SOC stocks 

in the Great Clay Belt under the same modelling framework. New soil point data 

obtained using a sampling design created from cLHS, showed better modelling results 

in general as observed by higher R2 values, lower RMSE and in some cases better 

CCC (Table 3). This is likely because the sampling strategy is designed to effectively 

represent the maximum variability in the landscape (feature space). The existing data 

sampling plan was not designed with the same approach and is likely the reason behind 

the higher errors associated when generating the SOC stock maps. Existing data from 

past sampling campaigns many times is not appropriate for future analyses, especially 

when dealing with SOC predictions, given the lack of consistency in measurements, 

proper laboratory methods, sample collection and reporting of related environmental 
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and edaphic factors. Problems found in this data during our analysis include a mixture 

between quantity and quality, differences in classification schemes, and spatial 

variability. These issues have been reported before in the DSM community (E. N. Bui & 

Moran, 2003; Mayr et al., 2010; Schillaci et al., 2021). The combination of existing and 

new data did not show significant increases in the model’s accuracy (as explained by 

R2), however, in a few cases, it did lower the errors and increased the concordance 

slightly (Table 3). Another issue was associated with the concordance coefficient. As 

judged by CCC values our results showed that there was very little agreement between 

observed and predicted values obtained from all datasets and models. Uncertainty 

estimates, however, improved when using the combined dataset. Areas with high 

uncertainty could be attributed to low representativeness of soil samples in the 

landscape.  

We examined whether existing soil data was able to predict SOC stocks at high spatial 

resolution without using new training data. Results from our study show that for the 

areas of Hearst and Cochrane, the performance of the models was high based on R2 

values. However, many concerns were raised such as the use of more predictor 

variables to predict SOC stocks than observations which led to high variance. This was 

shown in low concordance between predicted and observed values. Another concern 

was the quality of data that affects the accuracy and functionality of SOC stock 

predictions. Given that the existing dataset was developed to support geological 

surveys in the region. The criteria used to determine sample sites was not fully 

described. Instead, the main goal was to collect various types of sediments (including 
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soil layers) throughout the area, especially in Kapuskasing, which has the maximum 

number of samples. Also, the structure of the original dataset showed a heterogenous 

sampling procedure with abrupt jumps from topsoil to subsoil layers. To cope with this 

challenge, we applied a mass preserving spline function to generate a continuous depth 

function of SOC stocks. This approach provided more information for modelling 

purposes, but it could have introduced errors in the actual SOC stock distribution at 

depth, which would affect the quality of the models (Minai, 2019). The initial limitation of 

the sampling design of the existing soil data paired with the limited points covering the 

study area (particularly in Hearst and Cochrane; Figure 1) limited the ability of the 

models for the study area. According to Mayr et al. (2010), poor coverage of quantitative 

observations can introduce considerable spatial uncertainty; and this was certainly 

observed in the Hearst and Cochrane areas in our study (Fig. 5).   

Regarding the dataset composed by newly collected soil information, better 

understanding of the spatial variation of SOC stocks was expected as the new sampling 

effort followed the specifications of a cLHS. The cLHS as a function of selected 

environmental covariates is reasoned to capture the spatial variability of soil across a 

given area to be mapped (Minasny & McBratney, 2006b). Our results of the new data, 

which was collected based on a cLHS design, indicated that models produced with this 

method achieved better predictions in general as observed in the accuracy metrics 

(Table 3). However, there are some concerns with the use of this framework, such as 

the sample size, the covariates used to generate it and the spatial extent/accessibility. 

The sample size was constrained by the availability of resources and time.  
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Furthermore, sampling sites were moved if they were inaccessible due to weather and 

terrain conditions. In such cases, the selected replacement site may degrade the 

objective of the sampling method (Brendan P Malone et al., 2019). Moreover, the 

assumption when developing the cLHS was that soil properties were strongly 

associated with topography, as this feature remains  the mostly used (Biswas and 

Zhang, 2018) in the cLHS method. Although topography varied in the study area, 

vegetation changes which were not included in the development of the sampling design, 

might have also contributed to improved final predictions of SOC through better 

coverage of ecosystem conditions. Lastly, it is important to mention that even though 

some concerns remain within the cLHS framework, our results suggest that the 

expenditure of additional resources are justified to create more reliable digital soil maps. 

This new data can bring valuable information to better understand soil conditions in the 

area for different land management practices and support decision making.  

Finally, we tested a combination of both existing and new soil data, given that most of 

the methods used in this study are data demanding. According to Minai (2019), 

accurate prediction of soil properties depends not only on a higher sampling density but 

also on the spatial distribution. Therefore, a new model was developed with both 

datasets given that temporal changes between them were minimal (difference of 2-3 

years). Our results showed that although higher R2 values were not obtained, a 

decrease in uncertainty estimates was accomplished because of more dense soil 

observations.  Low concordance values reveal that our study fell short in capturing the 
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variability of SOC stocks over the study area. This limitation means that improvements 

are needed to represent the full range of variation in the landscape of the study area. 

SOC stocks and its main predictors showed high variability, especially in a boreal forest 

region. The Clay Belt of Ontario is a relatively flat area, with small changes in 

precipitation and temperature between regions. While classic predictors such as climate 

and vegetation have been effectively used to predict the distribution of SOC storage, its 

spatial heterogeneity still remains unclear in different biomes (Georgiou et al., 2021). 

The use of remotely-sensed vegetation covariates was essential in linking relationships 

between plant productivity and soil organic carbon stocks. The use of other predictors 

such as mineralogy and microbial function also can improve the explanatory power of 

models aimed at predicting SOC stocks (Georgiou et al., 2021). Therefore, future work 

for our study includes the addition of new edaphic data that could improve predictions.  

As pointed out by Guevara et al. (2020), the use of different SOC data sources could 

result in larger variances estimates and this was partially seen in our study. Hence, the 

optimization of soil data that reduce modelling variance and increase agreement are still 

great challenges in SOC mapping and monitoring. To tackle this, new predictors might 

be needed to reduce the discrepancy between observed and predicted SOC stocks in 

the study area as well as constant monitoring of areas with high uncertainty.   

2.5 Conclusion 

After examining the potential use of existing soil data, new collected data and a 

combination of both, our results suggest that the use alone of newly acquired soil point 
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data was the most reliable approach to predict the spatial distribution of SOC stocks in 

the Great Clay Belt of Northern Ontario, Canada. This suggests that the costs 

associated with new sample collection are justified to better understand the behavior of 

soil properties in the area. Information generated with this data can potentially enable its 

use for land management and decision-making support. It is also important to mention 

that although the use of available soil data showed underperformance in SOC stocks 

prediction, its contribution to modeling helped in reducing uncertainty estimates as 

shown in the combined data sets results. Existing soil data is a valuable resource for 

DSM activities and is vital for calibration of models that aim at predicting SOC from 

environmental covariates.  

In general, the predictability of SOC stocks from soil observations and environmental 

data was generally lower than expected. This suggests a mismatch between SOC 

predictions and our assumptions regarding the environmental controls that drive its 

variability in space. Further exploration of the underlying processes that control SOC 

variability is needed and could be achieved by exploring new environmental covariates 

and/or new soil data/properties. When possible, constant monitoring of the study area 

could also help to update SOC status, particularly in areas that showed high uncertainty 

in our models.   
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Preface to Chapter Three 

 

In the previous chapter, we predicted the spatial distribution of SOC as results of testing 

three datasets. These predictions followed the same time frame and modelling 

framework to describe current SOC spatial distribution.  Now, in the next chapter we 

test if the use of space-for-time approach can be implemented in DSM. This would allow 

us to generate predictions of past SOC conditions as explained by vegetation-soil 

indices and different climate. This was enabled thanks to the use of remote sensing 

products.  
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Chapter Three 

Back in time? Predicting soil organic carbon change using 
dynamic environmental covariates 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Early since the start of agriculture, vegetation cover and soils have been altered by 

human activities. This leads to land use change (LUC), a term that broadly refers to a 

change from one type of vegetation cover to another (e.g. from forest to cropland) and 

changes to the activities associated with its management (FAO & ITPS, 2015).  Land 

use change has been mainly driven by migration and an ever-growing population 

demanding for food, fiber and energy. Land’s suitability for agriculture, however, is 

determined by its natural conditions and may result in limitations for the land to produce. 

According to Hooke et al. (2012), more than 50% of ice-free land on Earth has been 

directly modified by humans. These modifications may remove or change biomass and 

disturb soils, altering soil properties such as soil organic carbon (SOC) and other 

nutrients. Soil organic carbon is a vital soil constituent that influences soil and water 

quality, agricultural practices and ultimately food production (Lal, 2014). Moreover the 

soil carbon pool plays a significant role in the global carbon budget (Kucuker et al., 

2015), making it important to monitor its change. Of particular interest is the boreal 

region, which is the largest biome with 32% of the forest cover on earth (Thiffault, 2019). 

Although this biome is characterized by a very low population density, these high 

latitude regions are expected have warmer temperatures, potentially enabling the 

expansion of agriculture and population growth in a changing climate (King et al., 2018).  
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Climate change impact on boreal soil threatens its capacity to act as a carbon sink, the 

stability of carbon pools and their resiliency (Thiffault, 2019). In a meta-analysis by Wei 

et al. (2014), it was found that for the upper soil layer (0-30cm), conversion of boreal 

forests to cropland decreased SOC stocks by 31% in boreal regions. This change was 

explained by different factors such as forest type, vegetation stage, climate and soil 

properties. Similarly, Poeplau et al. (2011) analyzed different LUC studies in temperate 

climates, finding an accelerated decrease (over ~20 years) of 36% in SOC in the upper 

soil layer when forests are turned to agricultural land.  Conversely, sinks are created 

when cropland converts back to forest (+16%) and grassland (+28%) but taking more 

than 120 years to become more stable. Although afforestation did not contribute to 

changes in the long term SOC stock trends in mineral soil, it caused net carbon 

accumulation in the forest floor (e.g., 38 Mg ha-1 over 100 years). It is important to 

mention that this OC accumulation can be easily reversed by natural and human 

events, highlighting the sensitivity to OC storage to LUC.    

Past changes of SOC are mainly related to LUC and different climate conditions 

(Govers et al., 2013; Sanderman et al., 2017). Given that a great amount of historical 

data is available, it might appear simple to compare the effects of recent land use 

changes. However, studies differ when estimating losses or gains in SOC stocks. Eglin 

et al. (2010) for example, using a spatially explicit model that considered the effects of 

temperature, CO2 fertilization and LUC concluded that there were no changes in global 

SOC stocks from 1901 to 2000. Meanwhile a previous study by Friedlingstein et al. 

(2006) which did not consider land use in their modelling estimated a significant 
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increase in SOC stocks (up to 80 Pg C) between 1900 and 2000. Others have 

estimated C release (108-188 Pg C) to the atmosphere from vegetation and soil, taking 

mainly into account LUC rather than changes in climate from 1850 to 2000 (Olofsson & 

Hickler, 2008; Pongratz et al., 2009; Strassmann et al., 2008).  

Improving past SOC predictions can help us to better understand current conditions, 

how changes occurred, and offer better information to make future decisions on land 

management. To do that, an approach known as space-for-time substitution has been 

used in biosciences to forecast future events from current spatial patterns (Blois et al., 

2013). The hypothesis in soil science is that comparing similar soils, formed by the 

same pedogenetic factors, but from different locations under different climates, could 

help us in predicting changes that may happen with time.  

The use of modelling techniques is an efficient approach to the prediction of SOC pools 

and can be used to better understand the processes that play a role in their spatio-

temporal behavior (Grinand et al., 2017). Digital soil mapping (DSM), for example, 

makes use of field and laboratory methods paired with environmental data to predict soil 

properties through quantitative relationships (A. B. McBratney et al., 2003). Many 

techniques and environmental covariates have been used to develop relationships 

between soil properties and soil forming factors.  

In addition, the integration of remote sensing (RS) satellite data represents an 

opportunity to understand and predict SOC at varying spatial and temporal resolutions 

(Croft et al., 2012). Moulin et al. (1998) recommended the use of RS as driving 
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predictors to update state variables and rerun crop models. A similar approach can be 

attempted in digital soil mapping. This would entail the application of DSM towards time-

series monitoring and modelling of SOC dynamics.  

Remote sensing has become a popular proxy for estimating SOC, where multiple 

satellite platforms provide data from different spectral ranges that may indirectly 

estimate SOC from above-ground data (Wang et al., 2020). Since the 1970s, 

researchers have investigated new methods to improve predictions on SOC from RS 

data, as well as related indices that describe environmental features relevant to its 

distribution in space and time. This paper explores the use of RS time-series products 

to examine SOC temporal dynamics in a boreal forest region of Ontario, Canada. The 

objective of this study was to backward-predict past SOC conditions using legacy RS 

data. To do this, we empirically tested the space-for-time approach by building ten-year 

interval datasets of RS products and climatic dissimilarity over time. Then by coupling 

these data with static SOC observations (as the baseline status) we modelled historical 

changes in SOC pools as driven by changing vegetation and climate factors. By 

assessing the predictive skills of DSM with dynamic covariates we aimed to better 

understand past changes in SOC and the ability of RS products to model temporal 

processes that would otherwise be unobservable. In turn, this could help us to improve 

decision-making at various levels and evaluate current land management practices.  
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3.2. Materials and methods 

3.2.1. Study area 

The study area is located in Northern Ontario, Canada in the Great Clay Belt ecodistrict. 

This ecodistrict is known for the presence of unmixed clay in in the subsoil. The area 

ranges from the towns of Cochrane in the southeast to Hearst in the northwest, along 

the Ontario Highway 11 corridor, with the community of Kapuskasing in the center. The 

geology of the area consists of unconsolidated morainal, glaciolacustrine and 

glaciofluvial deposits. Outcrops of bedrock include metavolcanic rocks, 

metasedimentary rocks, supracrustal rocks, mafic and ultra mafic rocks, tonalite suite 

and muscovite granitic rocks. Extensive areas with organic accumulations associated 

with low drainage can be found in the region. Higher elevations are found in southwest 

whereas lower elevations are more prevalent in the northeast. The altitude ranges from 

190 to 360 m above sea level. Common vegetation includes coniferous, mixed, sparse 

and deciduous forests as well as bog and fen complexes. Croplands are normally seen 

along the highway and around urban settings (Wester et al., 2018). The mean annual 

temperature is around 1.3 ºC, and the average annual precipitation is 829.5 mm 

(Environment Canada, 2014). A map of the region can be found in Fig. 1 of Chapter 2. 

We further subdivided the region into three areas of Hearst, Kapuskasing and 

Cochrane, due to different management practices and climate differences within the 

area.  
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3.2.2. Soil data 

Soil data was collected following the conditioned Latin hypercube sampling (cLHS) 

proposed by Minasny & McBratney (2006). The cLHS has proved to be a powerful 

sampling method that captures the variability of the feature space of environmental 

covariates (Brungard & Boettinger, 2010). The cLHS algorithm was run using R (version 

4.0.5), based on DEM-derived covariates (described in the following section). The 

coordinates of 60 sampling points were located within 200m from the road network 

across the study area to facilitate access. When possible, for each location a paired 

sampling strategy was followed to match sites with a forest and non-forested sites to 

capture variations in SOC by land use type. A total of 102 sampling points were 

collected in the fall of 2020 as shown in Fig. 1 of Chapter 2, labeled as new data.  

Samples were collected from cores retrieved using a gas-powered corer (REDI Boss 

Hammer, AMS Inc., American Falls, IH, USA) to a maximum depth of 60 cm depending 

on field conditions. Where possible, especially in non-forested lands, samples were 

taken down to a maximum depth of 100 cm in the field using a truck mounted 

commercial Veris® P4000 hydraulic soil profiler (Veris Technologies Inc., Salina, KS, 

USA). If available, each core was sectioned into five depth intervals (0-5, 5-15, 15-30, 

30-60 and 60-100 cm) according to GlobalSoilMap specifications (Arrouays, McKenzie, 

et al., 2014).  Each depth interval was bagged, labelled and taken to the laboratory for 

further analysis.  

Bulk density was determined for each depth interval as mass per volume of oven-dried 

soil. Organic matter (OM) was estimated using the loss on ignition (LOI) method; air-
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dried samples were ground using a SPEX Sample Prep 8000M Mixer/Mill and Ball 

Grinder (SPEX Sample Prep, Metuchen, NJ) to pass through a 75 µm sieve; 3 to 4g of 

soil was then placed in porcelain boats. Filled porcelain boats were placed in a pre-

heated air oven at 105 °C for 12 h to ensure there was no moisture in the sample. 

Samples were cooled, weighed, and placed in a muffle furnace at 500 °C for 3 h. After 3 

h the furnace was turned off and left to cool over night with the door closed. Porcelain 

boats were weighed, both full and empty. Calculation of %OM was completed using 

Eq.1. 

%OM = ([Initial weight of soil – Final weight of soil)/Initial weight of soil] * 100 [1] 

This analysis was done in triplicates. SOC is calculated applying the Van Bemmelen 

factor (Allison, 1965), which commonly assumes that organic matter contains an 

average of 58% organic carbon. SOC stocks was then calculated for each soil depth 

according to Eq. (2).  

SOC stocks = (SOC content * BD * d) / 100     [2] 

Where SOC stocks are reported in kg m-2, SOC content in g kg-1, BD in g cm-3 and soil 

thickness (d) in cm. Data for each depth is summarized in Table 2 from Chapter 2. 

Given that the distributions of SOC are right-skewed, a natural logarithmic 

transformation was used to generate a normal distribution (M. Guevara et al., 2018). 
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3.2.3. Environmental covariates  

As described by McBratney et al. (2003), the scorpan approach was followed to capture 

soil forming factors. Covariates for the study were divided into two sets: static and 

dynamic. Static covariates represent those environmental factors which are considered 

relatively stable during decades such as topography and parent material; whereas 

dynamic covariates are those which show more visible changes over time, such as 

climate and vegetation data. A visual graphic is shown in Fig. 6.  

Terrain attributes were derived from digital elevation model (DEM) generated from 

LiDAR data at 30m spatial resolution. LiDAR data from airborne campaigns in 2016 and 

2018 was provided by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF). 

In order to do this, the RSAGA package in R (Brenning et al., 2018), SAGA-GIS Version 

7.9 (Conrad et al., 2015) and Whitebox Tools version 1.4.0 (Lindsay, 2018) were used. 

A total of 48 calculated topographic variables including local scale, regional scale, 

regional exposure and hydrological parameters. However, when dealing with covariates 

in spatial modelling some problems such as missing pixels, noise and data overlapping 

may arise (Hengl & Macmillan, 2019). To reduce these issues a principal component 

analysis was applied to transform the DEM-derived covariates, 21 components were 

retained which consisted of 95% of the cumulative variance.  

A bedrock geology vector map was obtained from the Ontario Ministry of Natural 

Resources Forestry (MNRF), used as a parent material covariate after being rasterized 

and resampled a 30m spatial resolution with a nearest neighbor method in ArcGIS 

10.7.1. A total of 42 environmental covariates were selected for modelling. 
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Dynamic covariates were selected in ten-year intervals, predictions were made for the 

years 2020 (as current status), 2010, 2000 and 1990. Remote sensing products were 

selected in those years as single annual conditions or as an average of decadal 

conditions.  

Climatic variables included average minimum temperature (AMiT), average maximum 

temperature (AMaT) and average precipitation (AP) derived from monthly data. For 

example, for the year 1990, AMiT, AMaT and AP was calculated from 1980 to 1989 

aggregated climate data. The same procedure was done for 2000 and 2010 predictions. 

The current status map (2020) was calculated as indicated in chapter 1. Climatic 

covariates were downloaded at 2.5 minutes spatial resolution (~21km) from the 

WorldClim data portal (Fick & Hijmans, 2017) as made available by (Harris et al., 2014). 

Processing and resampling to 30m was done with bilinear method in the raster package 

in R (Hijmans et al., 2015). 

Vegetation indexes were derived Google Earth Engine (GEE), a platform for spatial and 

temporal data processing and analysis to retrieve satellite imagery. Atmospherically 

corrected median surface reflectance produced by the Landsat 5 ETM sensor was 

extracted from May to August of 1990, 2000 and 2010. Data were also collected from 

the following bands: B1(0.45-0.52 μm), B2(0.52-0.60 μm), B3(0.63-0.69 μm), B4(0.77-

0.90 μm), B5(1.55-1.75 μm) and B7 (2.08-2.35 μm). As explained in Chapter 1, we also 

made use of 10 helpful vegetation indexes for the targeted years, and for the 2020 

remote sensing data, we made use of Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS-Level 2 sensors.  
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A land use map was also generated via GEE, true color mosaic was produced with 

same timeframe and sensors used to generate the abovementioned remote sensing 

data. Satellite images were filtered to determine the least cloudy scenes, remove cloudy 

pixels and cloud shadows using the masking algorithm in GEE to compose cloud-free 

pixels (Shelestov et al., 2017). Then a supervised classification was performed by the 

random forest classification algorithm, in which all training and validation samples were 

collected based on visual interpretation of images from GEE. Small polygons containing 

a set of relatively homogeneous pixels for each land type were used for training and 

validation samples in the algorithm. Land uses were separated in forest, non-forest and 

built-up areas. Accuracy assessment was done calculating the kappa coefficient and 

overall accuracy, which had values of 0.87 and 0.92, 0.83 and 0.90, 0.95 and 0.97, 0.91 

and 0.95, for the years 1990, 2000, 2010 and 2020  respectively.  
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Figure 6: Maps of static and dynamic environmental covariates over the study area considered in 
this analysis 

3.2.4. Modelling approach 

As explained in Chapter 1, a machine learning approach was used for DSM. 

Particularly, random forest (RF) and quantile random forest (QRF) were used to 

establish a relationship between SOC stocks and environmental covariates and to 

estimate prediction uncertainty, respectively. These algorithms have been popular 

among the DSM community to map SOC (Mario Guevara et al., 2018; Odebiri et al., 

2020; K. Wang et al., 2021). To train and validate the models we used the caret 

package in R (Kuhn, 2015), and we used a parallelized version of RF to increase 
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computational efficiency. A 10-fold cross validation with 5 repeats was used for model 

training and best tuning parameters were used to create the final map. Goodness-of-fit 

statistics included the coefficient of determination, (R2), root mean square error (RMSE) 

and Lin’s Concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) which ranges from -1 to 1, where 1 

represents a perfect agreement. Quantile random forest was implemented using the 

quantregForest package in R (Meinshausen & Meinshausen, 2017). Environmental 

covariates from past decades were added into the modeling framework to test the 

space-for-time approach. Data collected in this study was used as baseline conditions 

upon which past SOC stocks prediction were built.  

3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Descriptive statistics 

SOC stocks calculated using the new collected soil data showed a heterogenous spatial 

distribution in the study area (Table 5). In Cochrane, the topsoil (0-5 cm) layer varied 

from 0.71 to 5.3 kg m-2, with an average of 2.7 kg m-2. In the 5-15 cm depth, values 

ranged from 1.36 to 11.52 kg m-2, the mean value was 4.86 kg m-2, for the deeper (15-

30 cm) layer, SOC stocks presented values from 1.66 to 19.58 kg m-2, with an average 

of 5.41 kg m-2. In Kapuskasing, the topsoil layer ranged from 1.04 to 6.15 kg m-2, with 

an average of 2.89 kg m-2. In the second depth, values varied from 1.84 to 9.86 kg m-2, 

the mean value was 5.15 kg m-2, for the 15-30 cm layer, SOC stocks showed values 

from 1.92 to 16.80 kg m-2, with a mean value of 6.39. Finally, for Hearst, in the 0-5 cm 

depth, values ranged from 2.13 to 5.59 kg m-2, with an average of 3.24. The 5-15 cm 

layer, varied from 3.32 to 10.94 kg m-2, having an average of 5.54 kg m-2. In the deepest 
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layer, mean value was 5.63 kg m-2, with a variation from 1.37 to 15.84 kg m-2. Higher 

mean SOC stock values were found in Hearst, an area less disturbed by human 

activities that include some agricultural operations  

Table 5: Descriptive statistics of SOC stocks (values in kg m-2) 

 Mean Standard 
deviation 

Minimum Maximum Median 

Cochrane 

0-5 cm 2.70 0.87 0.71 5.30 2.61 
5-15 cm 4.86 2.09 1.36 11.52 4.70 

15-30 cm 5.41 3.34 1.66 19.58 4.80 
Kapuskasing 

0-5 cm 2.89 1.05 1.04 6.15 2.69 
5-15 cm 5.15 2.00 1.84 9.86 4.95 

15-30 cm 6.39 3.77 1.92 16.80 5.35 
Hearst 

0-5 cm 3.24 0.79 2.13 5.59 3.18 
5-15 cm 5.54 1.99 3.32 10.94 5.16 

15-30 cm 5.63 2.60 1.37 15.84 5.07 

3.3.2. Soil organic carbon stocks prediction 

Ten-fold cross validation with five repeats was selected to authenticate the spatial and 

temporal prediction performance of RF for SOC stocks during four different periods 

(2020, 2010, 2000 and 1990).  As indicated by goodness of fit statistics, in general, 

Hearst showed higher R2 across different years, followed by Kapuskasing and Cochrane 

(Table 6). The same trend of better performance for Hearst can be observed with lower 

RMSE values across the different periods. The models, however, showed very poor 

CCC, with negative values or closer to zero for almost all predictions.  

For the decade of 1990, the model for Hearst showed R2 values ranging from 0.69 to 

0.77 in all depths, and RMSE values varied from 1.23 to 1.42 kg m-2. Kapuskasing had 

R2 values from 0.48 to 0.54, and RMSE from 1.45 to 1.61 kg m-2 and Cochrane showed 
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values from 0.31 to 0.38 and from 1.49 to 1.67 kg m-2 for R2 and RMSE, respectively. In 

the following decade (2000-2010) across all layers, Hearst performed worse, but values 

are still stable. R2 values for this region ranged from 0.63 to 0.68 and RMSE varied from 

1.24 to 1.44 kg m-2. In Kapuskasing, R2 values changed from 0.51 to 0.60 and RMSE 

from 1.42 to 1.63 kg m-2. Lastly, Cochrane had values of R2 from 0.31 to 0.34 and 

RMSE presented values from 1.47 to 1.68 kg m-2. Models for the decade of 2010-2020 

at different depths kept a similar tendency. The R2 values for Hearst ranged from 0.60 

to 0.67, while RMSE ranged from 1.22 to 1.46 kg m-2. In Kapuskasing R2 values varied 

from 0.49 to 0.56 and RMSE from 1.42 to 1.62 kg m-2. Cochrane showed poorer 

performance with R2 ranging from 0.29 to 0.32 and RMSE from 1.50 to 1.68 kg m-2. 

Finally, the 2020 model used as baseline for past predictions had R2 values of around 

0.70 and RMSE from 1.21 to 1.40 kg m-2 in Hearst. For Kapuskasing, the lowest 

performance for the 2020 model was obtained, with R2 variating from 0.38 to 0.50 and 

RMSE from 1.43 to 1.62 kg m-2. In contrast the best prediction for Cochrane among all 

years occurred in 2020, with R2 going from 0.44 to 0.53 and RMSE from 1.46 to 1.63 kg 

m-2.  

As previously mentioned, CCC values for all models and depths were near or below 

zero, with the exception of the 15-30 cm depth in Kapuskasing, in which in all years the 

values remained above 0.10. These outputs indicate very poor agreement between 

observed and predicted values in the Clay Belt region of Ontario. Results are shown in 

Table 6 and Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Soil organic carbon stock in the topsoil layer at different times 
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Table 6: Performance of RF to predict past SOC stocks 

*CCC: Concordance correlation coefficient 

3.3.3. Variable importance 

Environmental covariates retrieved from remote sensing data played an important role 

in predicting past SOC, especially related to vegetation, followed by changes in 

temperature and precipitation as well as satellite bands. Topography, as expressed by 

PC factors were also included. Common predictors for the three layers studied were 

compiled for each region to emphasize the role of environmental factors in the most 

active region in the soil profile, these are included in Table 7.   

 

 

 

 
1990 2000 2010 2020 

Depth 
(cm) 

R2 
RMSE 

(kgm-2) 
CCC* R2 

RMSE 

(kgm-2) 
CCC* R2 

RMSE 

(kgm-2) 
CCC* R2 

RMSE 

(kgm-2) 
CCC* 

  Hearst  

0-5 0.72 1.23 0.057 0.64 1.24 0.045 0.60 1.22 0.049 0.71 1.21 0.070 

5-15 0.77 1.39 -0.007 0.68 1.39 0.036 0.66 1.37 0.033 0.69 1.36 0.050 

15-30 0.69 1.42 0.059 0.63 1.44 0.036 0.67 1.46 0.017 0.70 1.40 0.020 

  Kapuskasing 

0-5 0.54 1.46 0.025 0.53 1.47 0.008 0.56 1.42 0.033 0.38 1.43 0.040 

5-15 0.48 1.45 0.060 0.60 1.42 0.080 0.54 1.41 0.111 0.49 1.43 0.060 

15-30 0.52 1.61 0.130 0.51 1.63 0.108 0.49 1.62 0.128 0.50 1.62 0.110 

  Cochrane  

0-5 0.38 1.49 -0.007 0.31 1.47 -0.004 0.32 1.50 -0.030 0.44 1.46 -0.002 

5-15 0.31 1.60 -0.062 0.33 1.57 -0.024 0.29 1.59 -0.060 0.45 1.63 -0.040 

15-30 0.38 1.67 -0.028 0.34 1.68 -0.020 0.32 1.68 -0.030 0.53 1.62 0.090 
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Table 7. Most important predictors for the 0-30 cm across regions and years 

Area/year 1990 2000 2010 2020 

Hearst 

B2 NDVI DVI PC18 DVI B2 PC05 PC08 

AMaT PC02 LU B3 PC06 DEM B5 DVI 

LU PC05 PC11   LU PC13 EVI PC21 

EVI PC18 B4   PC01 TVI PC09 PC01 

Kapuskasing 

PC06 AMaT AMaT B3 AMaT B3 PC10 BSI 

PC11 PC17 NDWI SAVI PC17 PC15 TVI PC06 

B3 PC21 BSI EVI PC08 TVI PC04 B5 

RVI   LU AP PC01 NDVI PC20 AP 

Cochrane 

B1 BSI B3 PC21 PC01 EVI NDVI PC08 

TVI LU PC12 TVI B5 NDWI PC09 B2 

AMaT TVI LU PC19 BSI PC14 PC18 TVI 

NDVI B3 NDVI NDWI B2 LU B7 SOCI 

The use of multitemporal satellite data (vegetation indices, Landsat 5 bands and land 

use maps) proved to be the most relevant approach to understand the relationship 

between past SOC conditions and environmental conditions in the Clay Belt of Ontario, 

however, new covariates or predictors are needed to better represent the SOC 

variation.  

3.3.4. Model uncertainty 

Maps of uncertainty estimates were generated for the 90% prediction interval by QRF. 

This prediction interval reports the range of values within which the true value is 

expected to occur 9 times out of 10. Differences in uncertainty in patterns can be seen 

as we move back in time, for Hearst increasing uncertainty. Similarities between 2010 

and 1990 for Kapuskasing and Cochrane and significant differences between 2020 and 

all the other time periods for Kapuskasing and Cochrane. 

Given that spatial patterns were close to each other, changes in range of uncertainty 

values did not occur except for one event. In Figure 8 we can observe these patterns 
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across different areas and years of prediction for the 0-5 cm depth. When divided by 

areas, Hearst showed the smallest uncertainty in predictions for the year 2020, for other 

years spatial patterns were very similar, with highest uncertainty in the southeastern 

part of the study area and lowest in the northwest. For Kapuskasing, however, 

uncertainty estimates were the highest for the 2020 prediction map, as compared to the 

other periods, in which lower uncertainties are achieved across the study area with 

resembling spatial patterns. Finally for the area of Cochrane, uncertainty estimates of 

2020 were the lowest among prediction years, although all showed very close patterns. 

Maximum uncertainty in the region was 4.5 kg m-2, which was commonly found in the 

east.   
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 Figure 8. SOC stocks uncertainty maps showing 90% PI in the topsoil layer (0-5 cm) 
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3.3.5. Change of soil organic carbon over time 

The use of dynamic environmental covariates to represent changes in vegetation and 

climate was effective to predict SOC stock changes in the study area. Overall, the 

models were able to estimate both decreases and increases in carbon stocks with time, 

which we attribute to human activities.   

Our results (Table 8) show that in Hearst, mean SOC stocks decreased from 14.89 kg 

m-2 in 1990 to 13.77 in 2020, from 2000 to 2010 there was a small increase in average 

carbon stocks probably related to land use changes. For Kapuskasing, mean carbon 

stocks increased between 1990 to 2000 increase from 12.80 to 13.15 kg m-2, a 

decrease in 2010 going to 12.60 kg m-2 and another increase for the final year of 2020 

to 13.27 kg m-2(Table 8). These positive and negative changes in SOC stocks are 

potentially associated with land management practices this can be seen through 

satellite data, as land use change patterns across the area are found in different 

decades. Finally, results indicate a stable loss in average carbon stocks in Cochrane 

ranging from 11.67 kg m-2 in 1990 to 10.45 kg m-2 in 2020, with incremental decreases 

in the in-between years (Table 8). In the top 30 cm of soil in the Hearst area, total SOC 

stock estimated from data (shown in Figure 9) is 19.3 Teragrams (Tg) of OC, indicating 

a loss of around 8.3% of total OC storage since 1990 (21.1 Tg C). Kapuskasing, 

however, experienced an increase of 5.4% in total SOC stock, going from 29.0 Tg of C 

in 1990 to 30.6 Tg of C in 2020. Cochrane followed the same trend as Hearst, total OC 

storage in soil went from 24.7 Tg of OC in 1990 to 22.4Tg of OC in 2020, showing a 

decrease in 9.1% of the total SOC stock.  
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Figure 9: Spatio-temporal distribution of SOC stocks in the top 30 cm for different decades 
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Table 8: Basic statistics of SOC stocks (kg/m2) over time for the 0-30 cm depth 

 

3.4. Discussion 

We analyzed the potential use of RS products to predict temporal changes in SOC 

stocks in the Clay Belt of Northern Ontario, Canada. Our framework shows, in general, 

good performance with R-squared values that ranged from 0.29 to 0.77 across all study 

areas, years and depths (Table 6). This good performance was also seen with 

considerably low RMSE in predictions. However, when analyzing the concordance 

between observed and predicted values, this was very low and, in some cases, 

negative, specifically in Cochrane. According to Deluca & Boisvenue (2012), given the 

complexity of processes related to SOC accumulation, particularly in boreal forests, 

models are incapable of explaining the dynamics in this ecosystem as there is still 

limited understanding of soil processes and the high variability in the system. 

  
1990 2000 2010 2020 

Hearst 

Minimum: 10.41 11.00 10.78 10.84 
Maximum: 20.35 19.60 19.11 18.82 

Mean: 14.89 14.40 14.59 13.77 
Standard Deviation: 1.03 0.96 1.11 0.77 

Coefficient of 
variation  (%) 

6.92 6.64 7.63 5.57 

Kapuskasing 

Minimum: 7.98 8.25 7.73 7.75 
Maximum: 22.05 20.46 20.76 21.00 

Mean: 12.80 13.15 12.60 13.27 
Standard Deviation: 1.56 1.11 1.12 1.30 

Coefficient of 
variation (%) 

12.17 8.45 8.86 9.77 

Cochrane 

Minimum: 6.64 6.79 6.54 5.73 
Maximum: 20.51 21.16 20.45 20.88 

Mean: 11.67 11.58 11.21 10.45 
Standard Deviation: 0.83 0.99 0.98 1.72 

Coefficient of 
variation  (%) 

7.14 8.54 8.72 16.50 
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Nevertheless, predictions based on our current understanding of soil processes can be 

helpful to estimate or explore the impact of human activities and climate change on the 

environment.  

With this in mind, we were able to produce multitemporal predictions of SOC stocks with 

different trends based on the use of satellite-derived data as dynamic predictors and 

current soil observations as baseline conditions for the area. We estimated decadal 

changes in SOC stocks for the 0-30 cm soil layer. According to our predictions, Hearst 

experienced a change from 21.1 Tg OC from 1990 to 19.3 Tg OC in 2020. A slight 

increase of 0.98% in total stocks was observed from 2000 to 2010. For Kapuskasing, 

initial stocks in 1990 were recorded of 29.0 Tg OC, while in 2020 total stocks accounted 

for 30.6 Tg OC. In Cochrane total estimates of OC were 24.7 in 1990 while for 2020 

were of 22.4 Tg OC. 

The impact of past human activities on SOC pools in the area, are related to changes in 

land use, this can be seen with satellite images derived from each period. Clearing of 

forests to agricultural land leads to a rapid decrease of SOC stocks within the first 50 

years since deforestation (Govers et al., 2013).  Top predictors in our models highlight 

the significant role of vegetation and climate changes on SOC dynamics (Section 3.3.3). 

These predictors have been popular in the recent years, as many studies point out the 

dominant control of plant productivity and climate in regulating the distribution of SOC 

(Georgiou et al., 2021; Minhoni et al., 2021). Even small changes in upcoming climate 

will have a large impact on the accumulation of organic carbon in soil (Grinand et al., 

2017). Although there is still a gap in knowledge about the impact of climate on SOC 
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storage, it is well know that as precipitation increases, increase in above and 

belowground biomass will increase SOC stocks (Grinand et al., 2017), whilst higher 

temperatures might increase mineralization, therefore, decreasing SOC stocks (Chaplot 

et al., 2010).  

Our approach seems to be reliable, as previous assessments report similar trends in 

space and time cross different ecosystems (Adhikari et al., 2014; Grinand et al., 2017; 

Nyssen et al., 2008; Qi et al., 2019; S. Wang et al., 2016) . In all periods, soil-vegetation 

variables were key to predict spatio-temporal trends in SOC stocks. Vegetation is the 

main source of soil organic matter and therefore organic carbon, controlling the amount 

that enters soil (Nyssen et al., 2008). Remote sensing products were able to detect local 

scale soil-vegetation patterns which explain the complex and heterogeneous distribution 

of SOC stocks in the study area.  

Although the real SOC stocks might have been different over the past few decades, our 

predictions based on available data and modelling approach provides a reliable spatial 

and temporal characterization of SOC storage. Constant changes in land use have 

been documented in the region. Over the past 100 years utilization of forest resources 

has significantly altered the structure and composition of the ecosystem, Parker et al. 

(2012) reported that around 24% of the forest in the region was harvested at different 

times and rates without proper ecosystem management until 1994. Therefore, 

transitions of forest to agriculture or land clearing for forest industry purposes have 

resulted in different soil environments, affecting the distribution and accumulation of 

organic carbon.  
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Understanding spatio-temporal changes in SOC stocks at the global and regional scales 

is vital to devise appropriate management practices in the context of climate change 

and the related impact of human activities. Our maps could be useful as they provide 

uncertainty estimates and coherent changes in SOC stocks over space and time. This 

could help as background information for monitoring changes in SOC and to create land 

management practices that consider possible trends in SOC dynamics. Limitations to 

this study remain clear as no real soil observations for previous years of prediction were 

used to produce the final models. However, future research could consider using the 

same framework with the use of available soil data in other regions, this would be a key 

aspect to ensure the validity of predictions.  

3.5. Conclusion 

This study tested an approach know as space-for-time in DSM to estimate changes in 

SOC stocks over three decades. We made use of static soil observations from 2020 

and from those we predicted decadal variations of organic carbon storage using a 

space for time approach together with ten-year interval dataset of remote sensing and 

climate data. Our results showed reasonable estimates of SOC stocks for the different 

periods. We achieved those estimates based on available climate and remote sensing 

products that were key to understand how soil organic carbon is driven by differences in 

climate and plant productivity. The use of satellite derived data showed potential to 

achieve continuous predictions over time. Overall, a decrease of total SOC stocks was 

found in Hearst and Cochrane, and an increase was observed in Kapuskasing, these 
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variations are driven by changes in land use, as it has been previously documented in 

the area.   

By analyzing the spatial and temporal patterns in SOC stocks using remote sensing 

data we could better evaluate the impact of human activities and climate change in 

different ecosystems. This would allow us to better understand current soil conditions 

and predict possible effects of management practices on soil properties, especially 

creating plans and building decision making strategies in the context of global change. 

Some of these strategies could explore the use of sustainable practices such as 

agroforestry, and natural regeneration of land after certain years of exploitation. Future 

research should look at evaluating this same framework in regions where legacy data is 

available for modelling purposes.  
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Chapter Four 

General conclusion 

4.1. Final remarks 

Here, the use of digital soil mapping techniques was analyzed to better understand the 

spatial and temporal variations of soil organic carbon because of changes in land use 

and climate in the Clay Belt of Ontario, a boreal region in Canada. The first part of this 

study focused on understanding how differing datasets could help to capture the spatial 

variability of SOC. These datasets consisted in available data, new data and a 

combination of both. Available data included all soil observations collected by private 

agents, institutions and government. New data was generated through a sampling 

campaign that followed the specification of a cLHS, a very popular method in the DSM 

community. After testing the performance of each dataset under the same modelling 

framework, results showed that new collected data had the best predictions in the area. 

We attribute those results to the purpose behind the sampling design which is supposed 

to cover the full range of environmental conditions of a given area, which in turn can 

lead to better predictions of SOC. At the same time, we believe that existing soil data 

underperformed in our predictions given the nature of its purpose and the quality of it. 

However, it is important to mention that with higher density of soil observations, lower 

uncertainties were achieved in the models, thus warning the use of both legacy and new 

data where possible. In addition, our models revealed a poor relationship between 

observed and predicted values. This can be related to the complexity of the area and 

the lack of understanding about the highly variable processes that determine SOC 
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storage in a boreal forest. New research should focus on achieving better predictions by 

adding new data into the models and if possible, characterize soil conditions in areas of 

high uncertainty. As a suggestion to anyone that handles different types of data, it is 

highly recommended to observe the structure of the data, test and improve predictions 

based on the possible control drivers of soil properties, particularly organic carbon.  

In the second part of this project, a method know as space-for-time, was introduced into 

the DSM framework. This method assumed that current spatial patterns could help to 

predict past SOC dynamics with changes in climate and vegetation parameters. These 

changes in climate and vegetation were accurately detected with data derived from 

satellite observations. Predictions for the decades of 1990-2000, 2000-2010 and 2010-

2020 showed diverse spatio-temporal distribution in the study area. In general, SOC 

changes responded to changes in vegetation as measured from remote sensing 

products. Estimates of SOC were in line with other studies that efficiently captured SOC 

storage in different ecosystems and with different methods, therefore, we can assume 

that the method tested in this study is fairly reliable but needs further testing. However, 

better evaluation of it would include the use of the same remote sensing products but 

now with real past SOC measurements. Future research could also concurrently focus 

on better study of the factors that control SOC dynamic in different ecosystems.  

Limitations in this study remain as uncertainty in various steps, for example in the first 

chapter: the use of pedotransfer functions to obtain bulk density measurements, lack of 

consistency in existing data led to use the mass preserving spline, which again predicts 

the behavior of soil organic carbon in the profile without real data for validation, the use 
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of dry combustion method to determine the loss of organic matter in soil samples, the 

use of the Van Bemmelen factor to estimate the portion of carbon in organic matter, etc. 

In the second chapter, the use of climate data at low spatial resolutions led to 

resampling at high resolutions, which may bring uncertainty. This together with the 

space-for-time approach, which is still questionable in other sciences and its validation 

is subject of study in the field of soil science, therefore, its use needs to be further 

studied before giving final outputs for decision making.  

The information generated in this project, could potentially aid in the creation of new 

research projects and most importantly, support decision making once better prediction 

results are achieved. Natural resource management could include the allocation of 

sustainable soil practices in areas where SOC pools have been disturbed the most 

Afforestation of abandoned areas, land use planning, the implementation of agroforestry 

systems and many other sustainable soil practices that aim at conserving ecosystem 

resources while bringing economic benefits to dwellers of the region could be deployed 

to improve SOC pools in the future.  
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix 1: SOC stocks prediction for the 5-15 cm layer 
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Appendix 2: SOC stocks prediction for the 15-30 cm depth 
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Appendix 3: SOC stocks prediction in different years at the 5-15 cm layer 

 

Appendix 4: SOC stocks prediction in different years at the 15-30 cm layer 
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Appendix 5. Bulk density and soil organic matter raw data 

Sample ID Upper Lower BD SOM 

FMH01F-1 0 5 0.822225 11.73043 

FMH01F-2 5 15 1.304416 4.863069 

FMH01F-3 15 30 1.482954 3.528247 

FMH01F-4 30 53.5 1.666861 2.007233 

FMH01P-1 0 5 1.09851 9.166708 

FMH01P-2 5 15 1.379665 5.936397 

FMH01P-3 15 30 1.645678 2.68167 

FMH01P-4 30 60 1.493256 1.900678 

FMH01P-5 60 100 1.629248 0.895323 

FMH02F-1 0 5 0.902021 9.260846 

FMH02F-2 5 15 1.316946 4.975881 

FMH02F-3 15 30 1.320862 3.800916 

FMH02F-4 30 60 1.413737 4.36177 

FMH02F-5 60 100 1.695795 2.461024 

FMH02P-1 0 5 0.87757 12.07552 

FMH02P-2 5 15 1.227738 8.469905 

FMH02P-3 15 30 1.464253 3.66909 

FMH02P-4 30 60 1.471296 2.403065 

FMH02P-5 60 100 1.611648 1.01588 

FMH03F-1 0 5 0.78047 11.49222 

FMH03F-2 5 15 1.295203 5.684509 

FMH03F-3 15 30 1.617724 0.973967 

FMH03F-4 30 46.5 1.650214 0.755071 

FMH03Fw-1 0 5 0.170702 71.32258 

FMH03Fw-2 5 15 0.218081 71.06368 

FMH03Fw-3 15 30 0.22442 81.15275 

FMH03Fw-4 30 60 0.232733 85.12002 

FMH03Fw-5 60 65 0.187551 85.75343 

FMH03P-1 0 5 0.517591 30.00184 

FMH03P-2 5 15 0.947509 14.31883 

FMH03P-3 15 30 1.45476 4.259758 

FMH03P-4 30 60 1.483271 1.981754 

FMH03P-5 60 100 1.610641 1.022853 

FMH04F-1 0 5 0.860888 11.2801 

FMH04F-2 5 15 1.387444 4.31085 

FMH04F-3 15 30 1.456234 3.504968 

FMH04F-4 30 55 1.633142 1.937187 

FMH04Fw-1 0 5 0.163289 76.19833 

FMH04Fw-2 5 15 0.193663 80.58024 
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FMH04Fw-3 15 30 0.152427 77.14227 

FMH04Fw-4 30 60 0.253508 43.33207 

FMH04Fw-5 60 62 1.433458 2.403125 

FMH04P-1 0 5 0.908007 19.54102 

FMH04P-2 5 15 1.088319 8.465123 

FMH04P-3 15 30 1.560975 2.951434 

FMH04P-4 30 60 1.467576 2.619324 

FMH04P-5 60 100 1.546574 2.224353 

FMH05F-1 0 5 1.062215 8.700652 

FMH05F-2 5 15 1.239159 5.743828 

FMH05F-3 15 30 1.397299 3.815681 

FMH05F-4 30 60 1.658392 2.087297 

FMH05F-5 60 100 1.585794 1.19782 

FMH05P-1 0 5 0.864215 8.505984 

FMH05P-2 5 15 1.010746 6.036354 

FMH05P-3 15 30 1.172209 4.723786 

FMH05P-4 30 60 1.419298 2.565721 

FMH05P-5 60 93 1.627524 0.907021 

FMH06F-1 0 5 0.779121 13.81662 

FMH06F-2 5 15 1.202048 8.738959 

FMH06F-3 15 30 1.66178 2.894542 

FMH06F-4 30 60 1.495057 1.886164 

FMH06F-5 60 64.5 1.487051 1.950934 

FMH06P-1 0 5 1.071131 10.17315 

FMH06P-2 5 15 1.192541 6.834029 

FMH06P-3 15 30 1.289105 4.107708 

FMH06P-4 30 60 1.697961 1.888044 

FMH06P-5 60 100 1.615799 2.106501 

FMH07F-1 0 5 0.68538 16.09793 

FMH07F-2 5 15 1.198167 7.418371 

FMH07F-3 15 30 1.412002 4.129796 

FMH07F-4 30 58 1.428765 2.432258 

FMH07F-5 60 64 1.490226 1.925163 

FMH07P-1 0 5 0.857121 13.04886 

FMH07P-2 5 15 1.15542 7.917754 

FMH07P-3 15 30 1.343567 3.982114 

FMH07P-4 30 60 1.436456 2.607089 

FMH07P-5 60 100 1.42911 2.547943 

FMH08F-1 0 5 0.773953 14.69194 

FMH08F-2 5 15 1.110334 6.945945 

FMH08F-3 15 30 1.453347 4.086579 
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FMH08F-4 30 60 1.614834 2.14277 

FMH08F-5 60 62 1.446065 2.293742 

FMH09F-1 0 5 0.755133 11.9701 

FMH09F-2 5 15 1.15999 8.166888 

FMH09F-3 15 30 1.445907 4.562617 

FMH09F-4 30 60 1.544265 2.485367 

FMH09F-5 60 67 1.554873 2.07209 

FMH09P-1 0 5 0.649985 17.52692 

FMH09P-2 5 15 0.743193 14.31533 

FMH09P-3 15 30 1.271097 5.373991 

FMH09P-4 30 60 1.520271 2.269981 

FMH09P-5 60 100 1.549598 2.146395 

FMH10F-1 0 5 0.88595 8.466311 

FMH10F-2 5 15 1.365237 4.195362 

FMH10F-3 15 30 1.304838 3.606916 

FMH10F-4 30 57.5 1.361345 2.452979 

FMH10F-5 60 63 1.448129 2.276013 

FMH10P-1 0 5 0.906506 12.11096 

FMH10P-2 5 15 1.16398 6.174175 

FMH10P-3 15 30 1.232634 5.498784 

FMH10P-4 30 60 1.415047 2.865486 

FMH10P-5 60 100 1.581449 2.632317 

FMH11P-1 0 5 0.616519 31.28821 

FMH11P-2 5 15 0.816458 23.09981 

FMH11P-3 15 30 1.49383 4.048016 

FMH11P-4 30 60 1.515485 1.724009 

FMH11P-5 60 71 1.538243 1.414597 

FMH12F-1 0 5 0.829561 11.537 

FMH12F-2 5 15 1.350743 4.551453 

FMH12F-3 15 30 1.475889 4.061233 

FMH12F-4 30 54.5 1.250537 3.490162 

FMH13F0-5 0 5 0.652912 17.40286 

FMH13F5-15 5 15 0.84627 11.10891 

FMH13F115-30 15 30 0.866167 10.62073 

FMH13F-1 0 5 0.68004 16.30398 

FMH13F-2 5 15 0.812679 9.640395 

FMH13F-3 15 30 1.232655 6.473845 

FMH13F-4 30 55 1.470206 2.120692 

FMH14F-1 0 5 0.496285 26.0966 

FMH14F-2 5 15 0.712942 20.987 

FMH14F-3 15 30 1.388487 6.495056 
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FMH14F-4 30 60 1.600045 2.611352 

FMH14F-5 60 63.5 1.52635 1.639529 

FMH14P-1 0 5 0.766547 15.3713 

FMH14P-2 5 15 1.204397 9.38508 

FMH14P-3 15 30 1.439264 4.174156 

FMH14P-4 30 59 1.508694 2.745536 

FMH14P-5 60 62 1.440718 2.339902 

FMH15F-1 0 5 0.151607 82.71604 

FMH15F-2 5 15 0.158786 87.15978 

FMH15F-3 15 30 0.205691 88.11214 

FMH15F-4 30 50 0.146672 88.22478 

FMH16F-1 0 5 0.737798 10.96881 

FMH16F-2 5 15 1.120913 6.883967 

FMH16F-3 15 30 1.371845 4.48365 

FMH16F-4 30 60 1.54465 2.740931 

FMH16F-5 60 100 1.52613 1.641224 

FMH16P-1 0 5 0.915234 10.05241 

FMH16P-2 5 15 1.220456 5.05188 

FMH16P-3 15 30 1.449919 3.071955 

FMH16P-4 30 60 1.555782 2.949616 

FMH16P-5 60 99 1.442713 3.214064 

FMH17F-1 0 5 0.733728 7.54967 

FMH17F-2 5 15 1.185736 4.804643 

FMH17F-3 15 30 1.242169 4.433669 

FMH17F-4 30 56.5 1.524337 2.244803 

FMH17F-5 60 62 1.539811 1.536521 

FMH17f-1 0 5 0.978699 17.66816 

FMH17f-2 5 15 0.742097 18.07602 

FMH17f-3 15 30 1.09183 11.3888 

FMH17f-4 30 52 1.307901 4.252601 

FMH17f-5 60 63 1.432496 2.411549 

FMH17P-1 0 5 0.896558 10.43449 

FMH17P-2 5 15 1.273496 6.340831 

FMH17P-3 15 30 1.300321 4.805667 

FMH17P-4 30 59 1.341961 2.434069 

FMH17P-5 60 65 1.60478 1.06364 

FMH18A-1 0 5 0.95945 8.156548 

FMH18A-2 5 15 0.969061 9.144437 

FMH18A-3 15 30 1.124913 6.774841 

FMH18A-4 30 60 1.494998 2.775229 

FMH18A-5 60 95 1.575873 1.99479 
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FMH18F-1 0 5 0.659678 17.12033 

FMH18F-2 5 15 0.908443 9.654401 

FMH18F-3 15 30 1.333889 4.826953 

FMH18F-4 30 56.5 1.565856 2.717083 

FMH18P-1 0 5 1.302969 6.523425 

FMH18P-2 5 15 1.356695 6.286356 

FMH18P-3 15 30 1.458555 4.501395 

FMH18P-4 30 60 1.596775 2.202152 

FMH18P-5 60 84 1.535315 1.570719 

FMK19F-1 0 5 0.163791 77.29298 

FMK19F-2 5 15 0.175056 83.14717 

FMK19F-3 15 30 0.208337 87.15974 

FMK19F-4 30 60 0.233382 85.00151 

FMK19F-5 60 70 0.147767 84.26703 

FMK20A-1 0 5 1.434038 9.950105 

FMK20A-2 5 15 0.922111 17.59944 

FMK20A-3 15 30 0.923811 20.90683 

FMK20A-4 30 60 1.678789 2.327226 

FMK20A-5 60 93 1.502555 2.171507 

FMK20P-1 0 5 0.816579 7.085455 

FMK20P-2 5 15 1.523084 4.050426 

FMK20P-3 15 30 1.350366 4.886272 

FMK20P-4 30 60 1.414207 3.168272 

FMK20P-5 60 100 1.556047 2.156575 

FMK21F-1 0 5 0.86164 12.45062 

FMK21F-2 5 15 0.964231 9.825068 

FMK21F-3 15 30 1.24909 6.079998 

FMK21F-4 30 54.5 1.445943 2.294787 

FMK21P-1 m 0 5 1.262892 7.767566 

FMK21P-2 m 5 15 1.417641 6.599106 

FMK21P-3 m 15 30 1.355913 5.630675 

FMK21P-4 m 30 60 1.51623 2.287784 

FMK21P-5 m 60 96.6 1.666544 1.510155 

FMK21P-1 n 0 5 0.812491 14.8655 

FMK21P-2 n 5 15 1.297693 8.03721 

FMK21P-3 n 15 30 1.483896 5.497207 

FMK21P-4 n 30 60 1.48141 3.188073 

FMK21P-5 n 60 99 1.379389 2.236468 

FMK22F-1 0 5 1.309163 2.744398 

FMK22F-2 5 15 1.522953 2.082999 

FMK22F-3 15 30 1.523286 1.663227 
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FMK22F-4 30 56 1.563292 1.361075 

FMK22F-5 60 65 1.553284 1.435204 

FMK23F-1 0 5 0.780282 14.18256 

FMK23F-2 5 15 1.149489 8.084071 

FMK23F-3 15 30 1.339161 4.561547 

FMK23F-4 30 60 1.436596 2.120472 

FMK23F-5 60 100 1.578873 1.709318 

FMK23P-1 0 5 0.98742 12.35213 

FMK23P-2 5 15 0.997875 13.43696 

FMK23P-3 15 30 1.391522 6.366166 

FMK23P-4 30 60 1.40853 4.395804 

FMK23P-5 60 100 1.503466 1.935806 

FMK24F-1 0 5 1.085747 7.767768 

FMK24F-2 5 15 1.370804 5.016803 

FMK24F-3 15 30 1.415551 3.729276 

FMK24F-4 30 59 1.634248 2.844203 

FMK24F-5 60 63 1.467697 2.110425 

FMK25F-1  0 5 1.068946 6.30209 

FMK25F-2 5 15 1.083458 4.405546 

FMK25F-3 15 30 1.314689 4.619383 

FMK25F-4  30 60 1.148746 2.937191 

FMK25F-5 60 80.6 1.178707 1.616241 

FMK25A-1 0 5 1.283703 5.038624 

FMK25A-2 5 15 1.331089 4.903507 

FMK25A-3 15 30 1.356491 3.815681 

FMK25A-4 30 60 1.313989 2.49645 

FMK25A-5 60 92 1.396771 1.814009 

FMK25P-1 0 5 1.040775 11.75446 

FMK25P-2 5 15 1.377389 5.143393 

FMK25P-3 15 30 1.399328 3.42282 

FMK25P-4 30 60 1.393149 2.637173 

FMK25P-5 60 86 1.423436 1.72547 

FMK26F-1 0 5 0.727747 15.58073 

FMK26F-2 5 15 1.019864 8.848047 

FMK26F-3 15 30 1.398122 4.212366 

FMK26F-4 30 55 1.656593 1.912661 

FMK27P-1 0 5 0.805007 5.31914 

FMK27P-2 5 15 1.538741 3.641564 

FMK27P-3 15 30 1.440514 3.730146 

FMK27P-4 30 60 1.690492 3.103391 

FMK27P-5 60 65 1.476729 2.035473 
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FMK28F-1 0 5 0.111791 83.07317 

FMK28F-2 5 15 0.100843 90.33523 

FMK28F-3 15 30 0.128724 94.65618 

FMK28F-4 30 44 0.109306 93.52338 

FMK29F-1 0 5 0.825162 10.96137 

FMK29F-2 5 15 1.147665 8.091586 

FMK29F-3 15 30 1.439571 2.349846 

FMK29F-4 30 60 1.567937 1.326995 

FMK31F-1 0 5 0.765471 10.53524 

FMK31F-2 5 15 1.26822 3.694048 

FMK31F-3 15 30 1.599135 2.0317 

FMK31F-4 30 60 1.596158 1.124177 

FMK31F-5 60 67 1.597957 1.111497 

FMK32F-1 0 5 0.876819 14.32931 

FMK32F-2 5 15 1.090339 6.865934 

FMK32F-3 15 30 1.483072 4.307675 

FMK32F-4 30 60 1.553396 1.434364 

FMK32F-5 60 65 1.594279 1.13746 

FMK32P-1 0 5 0.968891 9.359668 

FMK32P-2 5 15 1.405956 5.495108 

FMK32P-3 15 30 1.584858 3.412022 

FMK32P-4 30 51.5 1.526655 1.637176 

FMK32P-5 60 64 1.582395 1.222183 

FMK33F-1 0 5 0.524051 40.46906 

FMK33F-2 5 15 0.889425 19.10589 

FMK33F-3 15 30 1.340983 3.642208 

FMK33F-4 30 56 1.546073 2.107865 

FMK33P-1 0 5 0.986176 7.92013 

FMK33P-2 5 15 1.317238 4.098838 

FMK33P-3 15 30 1.52697 1.634742 

FMK33P-4 30 60 1.588716 1.176963 

FMK33P-5 60 70 1.626678 0.912766 

FMK34P-1 0 5 0.306306 45.01724 

FMK34P-2 5 15 0.477626 27.51241 

FMK34P-3 15 30 0.679711 16.31678 

FMK34P-4 30 60 1.663129 2.338971 

FMK34P-5 60 63.5 1.519917 1.6894 

FMK35F-1 0 5 1.016543 6.759365 

FMK35F-2 5 15 1.387944 4.390747 

FMK35F-3 15 30 1.555567 1.418209 

FMK35F-4 30 50.5 1.642949 0.803268 
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FMK36F-1 0 5 0.109046 81.67745 

FMK36F-2 5 15 0.142564 85.6699 

FMK36F-3 15 30 0.172417 80.51173 

FMK36F-4 30 56.5 0.235243 54.51332 

FMK36P-1 0 5 0.881542 14.02725 

FMK36P-2 5 15 1.404018 6.487832 

FMK36P-3 15 30 1.320436 3.743796 

FMK36P-4 30 57 1.253624 4.123483 

FMK36P-5 60 66 0.297921 50.22654 

FMK37F-1 0 5 0.842417 10.46273 

FMK37F-2 5 15 1.553774 2.44498 

FMK37F-3 15 30 1.49699 1.870636 

FMK37F-4 30 60 1.514112 1.734772 

FMK37F-5 60 61 1.524257 1.655707 

FMK38F-1 0 5 0.74591 11.12467 

FMK38F-2 5 15 1.188811 7.024666 

FMK38F-3 15 30 1.491082 3.79783 

FMK38F-4 30 60 1.673673 2.375647 

FMK38F-5 60 67 1.542031 1.519699 

FMK38P-1 0 5 0.732434 12.72164 

FMK38P-2 5 15 1.270039 5.392183 

FMK38P-3 15 30 1.462444 2.154441 

FMK38P-4 30 59 1.677193 2.627552 

FMK39F-1 0 5 0.74526 11.95968 

FMK39F-2 5 15 1.224576 6.362777 

FMK39F-3 15 30 1.323252 3.448093 

FMK39F-4 30 60 1.586354 1.193819 

FMK39F-5 60 62.5 1.639759 0.824566 

FMC40F-1 0 5 0.163806 51.24207 

FMC40F-2 5 15 1.035142 9.949073 

FMC40F-3 15 30 1.202903 4.807959 

FMC40F-4 30 58 1.547986 1.474835 

FMC40F-5 60 62 1.582886 1.218656 

FMC41F-1 0 5 0.879497 11.08346 

FMC41F-2 5 15 1.359802 6.388582 

FMC41F-3 15 30 1.495863 3.349718 

FMC41F-4 30 59 1.486309 1.956969 

FMC41P-1 0 5 0.777866 10.32178 

FMC41P-2 5 15 1.275114 6.835196 

FMC41P-3 15 30 1.613296 3.674788 

FMC41P-4 30 60 1.479942 2.009029 
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FMC41P-5 60 67.5 1.560133 1.384371 

FMC42F-1 0 5 0.330482 47.50989 

FMC42F-2 5 15 0.488972 31.78852 

FMC42F-3 15 30 1.528968 4.153366 

FMC42F-4 30 60 1.496549 1.874175 

FMC42F-5 60 62 1.544017 1.504703 

FMC42P-1 0 5 1.080647 10.25898 

FMC42P-2 5 15 1.316671 7.20254 

FMC42P-3 15 30 1.512683 3.937911 

FMC42P-4 30 60 1.489824 1.928422 

FMC42P-5 60 69.5 1.584719 1.205514 

FMC43F-1 0 5 0.812206 12.00027 

FMC43F-2 5 15 1.199455 7.399357 

FMC43F-3 15 30 1.589899 2.895689 

FMC43F-4 30 60 1.410595 2.606488 

FMC43F-5 60 68 1.508518 1.941969 

FMC44F-1 0 5 0.843756 9.182983 

FMC44F-2 5 15 1.247672 4.714091 

FMC44F-3 15 30 1.392019 3.503217 

FMC44F-4 30 55.5 1.533735 3.031815 

FMC44F-5 60 64 1.541082 1.526884 

FMC44P-1 (m) 0 5 0.814636 10.39431 

FMC44P-2 (m) 5 15 1.344408 5.691016 

FMC44P-3 (m) 15 30 1.612952 3.328667 

FMC44P-4 (m) 30 60 1.528882 2.110303 

FMC44P-5 (m) 60 97 1.619396 1.69777 

FMC44P-1 (n) 0 5 0.833365 13.2148 

FMC44P-2 (n) 5 15 1.17446 9.57444 

FMC44P-3 (n) 15 30 1.521366 5.874965 

FMC44P-4 (n) 30 60 1.697307 2.187684 

FMC44P-5 (n) 60 66.5 1.505309 1.806645 

FMC45F-1 0 5 0.856437 12.7827 

FMC45F-2 5 15 1.100658 6.639392 

FMC45F-3 15 30 1.417751 3.453192 

FMC45F-4 30 60 1.686414 2.320029 

FMC45F-5 60 65.5 1.525637 1.645032 

FMC45P-1 0 5 0.853857 10.8389 

FMC45P-2 5 15 1.352877 6.020483 

FMC45P-3 15 30 1.473956 4.038836 

FMC45P-4 30 60 1.47256 2.969415 

FMC45P-5 60 69.5 1.592943 1.836756 
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FMC46F-1 0 5 0.320067 35.0128 

FMC46F-2 5 15 0.510918 25.05863 

FMC46F-3 15 30 1.193082 8.219283 

FMC46F-4 30 60 1.496375 1.875573 

FMC46F-5 60 63 1.595672 1.127613 

FMC47F-1 0 5 0.72502 5.045047 

FMC47F-2 5 15 0.986376 3.292564 

FMC47F-3 15 30 1.321477 2.149985 

FMC47F-4 30 60 1.579519 1.242881 

FMC47F-5 60 64 1.611392 1.017656 

FMC47P-1 0 5 0.946833 4.703435 

FMC47P-2 5 15 1.304013 2.909004 

FMC47P-3 15 30 1.481582 5.03188 

FMC47P-4 30 60 1.434318 3.325447 

FMC47P-5 60 100 1.581804 2.579387 

FMC48F-1 0 5 0.145101 69.51947 

FMC48F-2 5 15 0.158076 81.41653 

FMC48F-3 15 30 0.179673 83.54226 

FMC48F-4 30 55 0.183461 86.86721 

FMC48P-1 0 5 0.54681 22.74801 

FMC48P-2 5 15 0.789971 14.01658 

FMC48P-3 15 30 1.43053 5.052621 

FMC48P-4 30 60 1.47643 2.037937 

FMC48P-5 60 100 1.526081 1.641601 

FMC49F-1 0 5 0.739073 12.33916 

FMC49F-2 5 15 1.195109 5.640909 

FMC49F-3 15 30 1.497145 1.86939 

FMC49F-4 30 46.5 1.626628 2.418629 

FMC49P-1 0 5 0.807358 9.969618 

FMC49P-2 5 15 1.200785 6.718215 

FMC49P-3 15 30 1.479008 3.481124 

FMC49P-4 60 91 1.472747 2.544876 

FMC49P-5 60 91 1.666618 2.091868 

FMC50F-1 0 5 0.555931 22.20835 

FMC50F-2 5 15 0.989255 7.691055 

FMC50F-3 15 30 1.300908 3.767832 

FMC50F-4 30 59.5 1.568643 1.961511 

FMC50F-5 60 64 1.58459 1.206443 

FMC50P-1 0 5 1.159474 6.582046 

FMC50P-2 5 15 1.236994 4.224824 

FMC50P-3 15 30 1.501264 1.836427 
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FMC50P-4 30 60 1.435714 2.383407 

FMC50P-5 60 65 1.502647 1.825403 

FMC51F-1 0 5 0.905569 9.717233 

FMC51F-2 5 15 1.390866 2.787351 

FMC51F-3 15 30 1.481116 1.999401 

FMC51F-4 30 58.8 1.496412 1.87527 

FMC51A-1 0 5 1.055498 6.245813 

FMC51A-2 5 15 1.246903 6.132344 

FMC51A-3 15 30 1.38827 4.396745 

FMC51A-4 30 60 1.50944 3.239535 

FMC51A-5 60 95.3 1.67969 1.511972 

FMC51P-1 0 5 0.992252 11.74224 

FMC51P-2 5 15 1.178819 7.694237 

FMC51P-3 15 30 1.092601 6.010006 

FMC51P-4 30 60 1.375757 3.313519 

FMC51P-5 60 97 1.562724 1.378385 

FMC52F-1 0 5 0.799672 10.93542 

FMC52F-2 5 15 1.142511 6.533473 

FMC52F-3 15 30 1.52822 4.111756 

FMC52F-4 30 54.5 1.522334 2.592596 

FMC52F-5 60 69 1.664049 1.48381 

FMC52P-1 0 5 1.195934 5.477713 

FMC52P-2 5 15 1.120858 6.372328 

FMC52P-3 15 30 1.231507 5.338127 

FMC52P-4 30 60 1.449227 2.774954 

FMC52P-5 60 100 1.543922 1.941897 

FMC53F-1 0 5 1.018475 2.413583 

FMC53F-2 5 15 1.363675 1.943155 

FMC53F-3 15 30 1.660275 1.247045 

FMC53F-4 30 50 1.660549 0.687237 

FMC54F-1 0 5 0.352384 51.83722 

FMC54F-2 5 15 0.405148 49.01997 

FMC54F-3 15 30 0.425031 52.94674 

FMC54F-4 30 54 1.48466 5.092304 

FMC54P-1 0 5 0.874311 9.003256 

FMC54P-2 5 15 1.102315 5.379442 

FMC54P-3 15 30 1.613117 3.283323 

FMC54P-4 30 60 1.687095 2.079378 

FMC54P-5 60 69 1.699936 1.995649 

FMC55F-1 0 5 0.710029 15.18692 

FMC55F-2 5 15 1.31024 4.497699 
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FMC55F-3 15 30 1.364417 3.614041 

FMC55F-4 30 47 1.475356 3.805209 

FMC56F-1 0 5 0.622105 18.76701 

FMC56F-2 5 15 0.951403 10.21261 

FMC56F-3 15 30 1.299536 5.117321 

FMC56F-4 30 59.5 1.615012 2.1612 

FMC56F-5 60 62 1.545398 1.494288 

FMC56P-1 0 5 0.983918 9.810865 

FMC56P-2 5 15 1.382614 5.978531 

FMC56P-3 15 30 1.478998 4.468474 

FMC56P-4 30 57.5 1.641161 2.624663 

FMC57F-1 0 5 0.968589 7.484166 

FMC57F-2 5 15 1.412647 3.791454 

FMC57F-3 15 30 1.699753 2.833199 

FMC57F-4 30 60 1.523008 2.574534 

FMC57F-5 60 62 1.491788 1.91253 

FMC57P-1 0 5 0.55053 22.52572 

FMC57P-2 5 15 0.789582 20.61777 

FMC57P-3 15 30 0.98789 12.93596 

FMC57P-4 30 59 1.517477 1.708427 

FMC57P-5 60 68 1.692237 1.1257 

FMC58F-1 0 5 0.219216 40.31284 

FMC58F-2 5 15 0.992329 10.41946 

FMC58F-3 15 30 1.5077 1.785289 

FMC58F-4 30 43 1.607757 2.051633 

FMC59F-1 0 5 1.35882 1.810457 

FMC59F-2 5 15 1.663485 1.407949 

FMC59F-3 15 30 1.58493 1.204004 

FMC59F-4 30 36 1.588393 1.179267 

FMC60F-1 0 5 0.136174 80.00723 

FMC60F-2 5 15 0.815572 10.42374 

FMC60F-3 15 30 1.251503 4.567571 

FMC60F-4 30 54.5 1.390777 2.96081 

FMC60F-5 60 68 1.596598 2.182217 

 


